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THE BIBLE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

PRINCIPAL WM. SCOTT, B.A.

T HAT moral training is neces-sary all admit. That religious
training is necessary nearly

all admit. Not all who insist upon
religious training know why it
should form an integral part of
the education Qf every one. Hence,
if a moment is spent on this part
of the subject, it is felt that it will
be set upon a foundation upon
which it is not always placed.

When the psychologists of a gen-
eration ago divided the mind into
faculties and founded principles of
education upon these divisions, reli-
gious and moral training were
rightly regarded as nothing more
than an added acquisition to what
might be intellectualiy, or æstheti-
cally a well-educated man; but in
the light of the psychology of to day
there can be no such perfection even
in these without a training of all the
activities of the soul. The mind is
an entity-an indivisible whole.
There can be no such thing as an
effective training of one part separ-
te froma all the rest. Knowledge
wakens feeling, feeling solicits will
nd will determines conduct. These
hree manifestations of mind are es-
ential to the perfection of any one
f them. No one of these can be
erfect by itself. Each finds its
erfection in the perfection of all

Thus true education is a unitary
process. It involves the whole man
and covers the entire period of his
existence. It knows no subdivisions.
It admits of no analysis into ele-
ments, each of which has a real ex-
istence apart from the whole.
Hence any educational policy that
ignores or neglects any one of man's
endowments, or any part of his ex-
istence, is necessarily incomplete.
Education is part of one's lhfe. It
is a growth by which the person
becomes fitted for his enviroument
together with the capacity or power
in the person to modify or control
that environment. A person mav
be highly trained intellectually, but
not educated at al]. He may have
great knowledge of some depart-
ments of learning, but unless this
knowledge has passed into insight
and insight has become motive and
act, he is not even being educated.
A part can retain its integrity only
through the preservation of its rela-
tion to the whole. Sever the branch
from the vine and it can only
wither. Hence, so that there may
be unity in education, so that each
of man's powers may have an oppor-
tunity to grow, is why education-
ists to day regard the training of the
religious and moral nature as indis-
pensable to an education at all.
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Again the great difference be-
tween man and man lies in self-
control, in self-direction, in self-con-
duct. The school must be made an
apprenticeship in right living, so
that right thoughts may pass into
right acts, and right acts into right
habits. Now the essential principle
inself-direction is self-dete.rminat on;
for as the existence of a moral act
depends upon the freedom of the
mind in determining, hence, when
an act is necessitated by conditions
external to the person and over
which the soul has no control, the
act has no moral value. (How
many parents and teachers forget
this, if they ever consciously knew
it, by their governing solely throhgh
repression!) It thus follows that
moral training is essentially will
training-thp training of the will to
act habitually in free obedience to
what is felt to be duty. But the
will determines in view of motives
and thus the moral character of an
act depends primarily on the motive
which occasioned it. Now motives
are subjective-created by the mind
itself-not external. Motives are
feelings such as desires. But de-
sires arise in the mind in response
to intellectual conceptions and these
conceptions are under the direction
of the will. The mind may be di-
verted by the free action of the will
from that which awakens a dpsire
of a certain kind to that which awak
ens adesireof a different,oranentirely
opposite kind. Hence,the moralef-
ciency of training depends upon the
character of the motives by which its
ends are attained. It is not enough
that the outward act be right. This
must result from right feelings, from
worthy motives. The child, whether
at home or at school, must at all
times be appealed to as a free moral
agent and as quch responsible for
his conduct. Thus*it becomes evi
dent that instruction, direct instruc-
tion, in religion and morals is neces-

'sary to the end that the child may
be able to set up proper motives for
himself.

These two reasons, (i) the organic
unity of physical, intellectual and
moral training so as to have an edu-
cation at all, and (2) the instruction
of the pupil so that he may have
the power and the desire to set up
proper motives for himself, show
that religious and moral training is
essential to every one.

*Ways of imparting such training
may now be considered.

Some think that the proper way,
and the only proper way, is to give
such incidentally as occasion re-
quires and as opportunity arises.
This is well enough in its place, but
the reasons adduced for giving moral
instruction at all show that this im-
portant and necessary part of train-
ing should not be left solely to the
uncertain incidents of the daily rou-
tine of work. If it is necessary to
have any subject relegated to odd
times and seasons, surely common
sense would dictate that it should
be one of the less important ones as
Geography or Arithmetic, a.nd not
the one of all others most essential
to the right training of every human
being. The only excuse for this
treatment of moral training is the
fact that every lesson properly
taught, every movement definitely
executed, every exercise carefully
wrought, by habituating the pupil
to care, definiteness, perseverance
and accuracy, has its part in form-
ing èharacter.

A second mode of imparting
moral training is that of giving di-
rect instruction, wherein the subject
is treated merely as an intellectual
acquisition. This has been tried-
indeed is now being tried-and
whether it produces better citizens
than is produced by the Public
Schools of Ontario, you are quite
capable of judging.

There can be no greater pedagog.
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ical error than to assume that the Iess complex. It is fot always easy
intellectual perception of a doctrine to discover efficient motives. The
or truth must necessarily be follow. effort to do so quickens the moral
ed by the corresponding emotions,
and that these feelings when aroused
must necessarily result in conduct
of a certain kind. Experience de
monstrates that a mere knowledge
of religious and inoral truths will
never make any one either religious
or moral. The Devil knows Scrip
ture. He still remains the Devil.
It is, hence, quite true that religion
and morality cannot be taught.
There must, therefore, be a proper
way of imparting those religious
and moral truths necessary for a
full co-ordination of all the powers
of a human being. This is so obvi-
ous, so important, and, judging by
what one sees in our newspapers so
little known, even .by intelligent
men, that a moment may be spent
over showing how such instruction
should be given.

(i) The primary end of religious.
and moral instruction is to awaken
right feelings-to touch the heart.
The awakened love of what is gcod
and true must supplant low, selfish
desires. As shown. knowledge of
truth, even interest in truth may be
evanescent, indeed is aften so.
These only abide 7vith one and be
come a part of his being when they
pass into higher motive or principle.

(2) Moral and religious instruc
tion must be so given as to quicken
the executive faculty of the moral
nature, the conscience. This power
of the soul is developed like every
other power by exercise on appro-
priate subjects; and unless religious
training is so given as to call this
activity into play, the pupil may no't
be a whit the better of having re-
ceived lessons in duty, or for having
learned the Ten Commandments.

(3) The instruction must develop
what may be called the moral judg-
ment. Conduct is always more or

1
sense, and trains the moral judg-
ment just as any other .power is
developed by appropriate use.

If what has been said is correct,
it follows that to awaken right feel-
ings, quicken the conscience and
train the moral judgment, the teach.
ing must begin by examples and
from examples lead to law, i.e., we
must proceed from the concrete to
the abstract, from the particular to
the general. Do not many moral
instructors to-day reverse this teach-
ing process ? If a universal desire
indicates a unversal need, as has
been said, then the universal interest
of childcen in stories that depict
human conduct shows such stories
to be a universal necessity for child-
hood. Thus only in the concrete
can childhood be made to compre-
hend the truth which later becomes
to it a law of conduct.

(4) If the school and the home
are to keep pace with our press,
platform and pulpit, moral instruc-
tion must be presented from the
positive side. The good must be
emphasized. These educators dwell
much less upon the consequences of
vice than formerly. They feel that
it is a poor kind of morality that is
frightened into doing right. Hence,
" don't " and " you must not do this
or that," must give place to the
more effective admonition, " do this
or do that," just as the forbidden
things of the Hebrew times are in-
cluded in the far more uplifting
positive admonitions of the, New
Testament summed up by our Sa-
viour in " Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul, and with all thy
strength, and with all thy mind,"
and " thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself."

If religious and moral training is
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necessary to complete, to elevate, to
ennoble and to unify all the other
instruction of the school, does not
common sense demand that the
simplest, most direct means avail-
able should be used to impart such
a training ? Where is a knowledge
of the ethics of morality so clearly
stated as in the Bible-a morality
which lives and grows and gathers
force and will continue to grow until
it fills the world ? Then the con-
stitution of our country and our
public institutions sucli as our Law
Courts, our Parliament and Legisla-
ture, all acknowledge their depend-
ence upon a divine Being and base
the relation of man to man and of
man to the state upon the mofality
taught in the Bible. Is not this
reason sufficient in itself why future
citizens, presunably good citizens,
should be taught the principles upon
which the morality they are to prac-
tice is based ?

But it is contended that the State
has no business to teach religion.
Undoubtedly this contention is cor-
rect, if by religion is meant sect.ar-
ianism. But when it is remembered
that the " Conscience of Christianity
is more potent as a police agent
than the standing armies which en-
force the wills of the most powerful
despots," this is a peremptory reason
for the state seeing that each child
is receiving proper religious and
moral instruction, for what is put in
the schools is cert nly found in the
country.

In addition to using the Bible as
a text-book to inculcate morality,
there is another phase of the subject
whicfi must not be overlooked. Our
literature is so permeated wilh
allusions to Bible truths and cir
cumstances, that one ignorant of
this book cannot appreciate much
of what is finest and best. We
think in its style ; we feel in its
imagery ; and whatever our creed,

our highest and most lofty aspira-
tions find their natural expression
there. The Bible is a great book
of literature and history. It is the
classic of classics. In its descrip-
tions, its poetry, its illustrations, its
interpretations of life, it is peerless.
Judged by every canon of literary
criticism it is the most beautiful,
most inspiring, most ennobling, and
most fascinating literature in the
world, and which itself lias exerted
and is exerting an unparalleled influ-
ence upon our best litei atiore. To
keep a child ignorant of this book is
to'exclude him from his just herit
age.

But although the Bible is the
great text book of civilization and
contains the most marvellous liter-
ature ever penned and is the
only manual of Christian ethics,
there are difficulties, grave diffi-
culties, to its use in Public Schools.
It is usual to associate the Bible
and theology together and to regard
it as impossible to teach it except
from the standpoint of creed, thus
enabling the teacher to enforce his
peculiar sectarian tenets upon his
pupils. This fear of sectarianism
has no doubt influenced those re-
sponsible for our Public School sys-
tem in making the present provis-
ions for the use of the Bible in
schools. There is real force in the
objection. Few teachers are re-
ligiously colorless. Almost every
one has a religious bias of which he
finds it difficult to divest himself
when he reads the Bible. With
some parts he is very familiar and
holds in peculiar esteem. His
questions and remarks show his
bias in spite of all he may do con-
scientiously to appear unprejudiced.
If our teachers. are trained to know
the Bible as a boek of literature and
history and ethics, in the same way
as they know Arithmetic or Gram-
mar, this objection would rapidly
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disappear, for prejudice dwells not
with knowledge but with ignorance.

Then are the Jews who do not
believe in the New Testament and
those who may be called nullifidi.
ans, to be taxed to have their child-
ren taught error ? Using the Bible
as a reading-book just as we now
read stories of heafhen mythology
and studying it as literature just as
these are studied would do much to
reconcile these objectors. With
these, there is no doubt, that the
prejudice engendered by viewihg
the Bible from an ecclesiastical
standpoint rather than from that of
life and literature, history and
ethics bas been and is the great
drawback to the general use of the
Bible in schools.

Then the fact that the Bible has
been used in schools for years, e.g.,
in those of Germany, of Scotland,
and in schools where religious
teaching formed the staple sub-
ject taught, supply, it is feared,
if not arguments against its use, at
least no positive ones in its favor.
Is it not a fact that unbelief is rife in
Germany to-day, ask the oppon-
ents of the Bible in schools. Are
the Scotch better citizens, better
behaved, more moral, more temper-
ate, than their fellow citizens of On-
tario ?

These allegations may be quite
true. They simply establish the
fact that the religious and moral
tone of a school or people do
not depend upon governmental regu.
lations but rather upon the religious
and moral influence exercised by
the teacher as a living, dynamic
force. Religion and morality can-
not be taught directly like a lesson
in arithmetic or grammar. They
are absorbed from the child's en-
vironment, all unconsciously. A
teacher can say to his class with
perfect reason, " I am going to
teach you fractions, or case, or the

counties of Ontario," but one who
would say, "I am going to teach
you to be kind, or truthful, or loving,
or reverent," if not laughed at by
his class, would at least be placing
himself in the anornalous position of
undertaking to do that which even
the pupils know he has no power to
do. The principles of religion and
morality can be taught. These can
and must be made the mental pos-
session of the child, but whether
they will pass into feeling and thus
influence will and conduct depends
upon the teacher, wh j must be the
living embodiment of what he is
attempting to teach, for school is
influenced not only by what he does
and says, but far more by what he
is, by his tastes, bis preferences, his
bearing, bis courtesy, the breadth
of his sympathies, and the large-
ness and fullness of his life. These
facts are constantly forgotten or ig-
nored in practice. In spite of a
uniform experience that character is
formed and life shaped by personal
influences far more than by formal
didactic instruction, many assume
that the catechism,. the lesson leaf,
the formal lesson, are the great fac-
tors in religious and moral training.
How true is the Hebrew maxim:
" The doctrine is not the principal
thing, but the deed." It is only
when the pupil is living in an at-
mosphere of truth, and purity, and
reverence that he becomes these;
only when the teacher, himself, feels
the true character and force of
every lesson, and watches over the
moral and spiritual development of
his pupils with the sarne solicitude
as he watches their progress in
scholarship ; only then is he en-
titled to the tern educator, and only
then does elementary instruction be-
corne the portal to a liberal educa-
tion. Hence the teacher must cul-
tivate himself, must give full play to
all that is best and most worthy in
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his character. Only thus can he them and constituted as they are,
cultivate others and bring out of they cannot be made to do the work
them all that is best and most required. With a half.daysession,
worthy. When fathers and mothers, paid teaýzhers trained for thjs work,
trustees and school authorities real- and the pupils under discipline as
ize this truth, when these have set in day.schools, a knowledge of the
up truer standards of success than literature, history and ethics of the
the ability of a teacher to prepare Bible might be çffectively imparted.
pupils to pass a certain written Such a scheme by gathering together
" promotion " or "entrance" test, the children of the various denomin-
then our teachers will discharge ations, might also lend itself to reli-
their duties in this higher respect gious instruction as it is understood
:ven better than they do at present. by many of its advocates, viz., de

But so long as the people of Ontario nominational instruction.
insist upon a certain kind of work, (3) The regulations for religious
so long must teachers continue to instruction in our Public and High
cater to this demand, to the neglect Schools" read as follows: IEvery
of higher things. Public and High School shah be

Here it is pertinent to ekamine opened and closed with the reading
what means are available for im of the Scriptures and the Lord's
parting a knowledge of the Bible. Prayer, or the prayer authorized by
These are the Pulpit, the Sunday the Department of Education. The
School, and the Public and High Scriptures shah be read daily and
Schools. I do not include the fam systematically. The portions used
ily, for in the cases which are most may be taken from the book of
desirable to reach, the Bible is little selections adopted by the Depart-
used, if used at all. 1 ment for that purpose, or from the

(i) At present the pulpit, with a Bible, as the Trustees, by resolution,
few exceptions, does little to make may direct. Trustees may aiso,
clear the meaning of the Scriptures. order the reading of the Bible or the
Could not the forenoon service in authorized Scripture selections by
cities, towns and places where there both pupils and teachers at the
are two services, be devoted with opening and closing of the school,
much profit to doing this kind of and the repeating of the Ten Com-
work ? A series of continuous les- mandments at least once a week.
sons, one growing out of the other, The teacher may require the pupils
given like lessons in school or col- to commit to memory appropriate
lege, in simple, direct language, verses from the Scripture lessons."
would, it is believed, do much to Then follow the " conscience" clause
attract the youth of the congrega- and those empowering clergymen
tion. These take pleasure in learn- to give re1i-ious instruction, and
ing from a man apt to teach, glow- ending with "It is the duty of the
ing with truth and instinct with teacher in connection with the ordi-
loving kindness. nary work of the sohool to inculcate

(2) -Any one who knows the ne- by precept and example, respect for
cessities of the case and is quali religion and the principles of Chris-
fied to judge of the work of an tian morality and the highest regard
average Sanday School-excellent for truth, justice, love of country,
in many respects as it is-knows hum-inity, benevolence, sobriety, in-
that such are quite unequal to dustry, frugality, purity, temper-
bear the burden placed upon ance, and ah other virtues."
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That the regulation regarding the ta teach English grammar without
opening and closing of sclool is a study of the subject as ta expect
fairly observed, the following stat one whose qualifications are that
tics show: heis a moral man and a reputable

No of No n'~ ed per citizen to teach the Bible. 0f course
Scboois. with Prayer. aur Public and High School teach-

1865.... .... 4,303 2,889 67 ers are fot ignorant of the Bible,
1879......... 6,596 4,175 63 but their knowledge must neces-
1889......... 7,421 5,213 70
1899......... 8,465 5,467 64 sarily fail far short of what they feeli8qq....... 8,65 ,46 64requisite ta enable them, ta deal

Any one acquainted with the men with this subject in the same vay
and women who form our teachers as they deal with others. Hence,
is satisfied that the virtues enumer- before the Bible can be used as a
ated in the regulations are really text -book in schools in any other
being inculcated. At the sane time way than is now done, ae, read, it
he will be equally satisfied that it is essental that teachers be taught
is quite possible, notwithstanding Biblical lite ature in the same man-
vhat is done by the pulpit, the Sun- ner as they are taught any other

day Schol, and the day school, for subject. hence, it would be neces-
one ta graduate into the world of sary for aur High School teachers
life rithout any definite knowledge ta fit themselves ta teach this book
ai the Bible. in the same way as they qualify

This condition would soon dis themselves for teaching classics, or
appear if the Bible were used as a science, or mathematics. This
textbak in School and College and would mean a chair of Biblcal
studied just as the Public Schaol literature in aur Universities and a
Geography, or istory, or Grammar discussion of the principles under-
w studied. That there are difficul- lying the presentation of this sub-
ties in the way te doing tis is soon ject in aur Training Scools.
apparent. jom would consider No valid objections an be urged
ths sarilegious, the Bible is not ta ta the Education D partment so
be used for tey such profane pur modifying the regulations as ta per-
pose, say tese. mit High School Boards ta intr-

Then, if used la this way, it must lduce an optional course of Bible
be explaincd. But, because the [study into their schools, and exam-
Bible appeals ta the spiritual nature ining such candidates as selcz this

Bf man, men differ greatly in their course in the usual way in J uly, and
interpretatians of multitudes of pas- jrecognîzîng its succesý,fu1 comple-
sages, each one putting his own tien by a special certificate. The
meaning derived largely from his resuts wuld be that in a few years
spiritual training on these. Take aur Public Schol teachers wauld
for example the diverse views upon feel that they were ot attempting
the Faurth Cammandment and Sab ta teach that which they do lot
bath observance, or upon the ques- know; their value as teachers
tian of Istemperance," would be greatly increased many

Then, teachers must be prepared schmol boards in selecting teaches
ta teach the Bible in this way; for would give the preference ta such ;
it is as reasonable ta expect a per- the experience gained would de
son who has been brought up in a much ta dissipate the fears of those
cultured home and sciety, and who who think the use of the Bible would
consequently speaks god English, lead ta sectarian strife and would
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disarm the opposition of those who
are opposed to its use in any form;
and a few years of such educational
work would convince all that a time
night be set apart in the Public
Schools for formal Bible study with-
out engendering discord in the com
munity.

In conclusion, it is believed the
following propositions have been
established:

(i) Religious and moral training
are necessary.

(2) Teaching the Bible may or

may not provide this religious and
moral training.

(3) A knowledge of the Bible
should be had by all for the sake of
its literature, history and philo-
sophy.

(4) At present there is no ad-
equate means of imparting this
knowledge.

(5) The State is justified in pro-
viding such means.

(6) Religious, i.e., denominational
teaching should be given over to
the churches.

THE LICENSING OF TEACHERS IN ENGLAND IN THE
i PAST.

PROF. FOSTER WATSON.

(Continued )

In Queen Elizabeth's reign there
still need to be considered the no-
tices of the Visitations of the Arch-
bishop's province. In 1567 Arch-
bishop Parker laid down in one of
the Articles of Visitation the ques-
tion: "Whether tlhe officers and
ministers, including the schoolmas-
ters, within your church, as without,
do either privily or openly preach
or teach any unwholesome, errone-
cus, seditious doctrine." It is true
that at the same time the inquiry is
to be made: " Whether your school-
masters be of a sincere religion, and
be diligent in teaching and bringing
up of youth." But it is quite clear
that, with these visitations of Eliza.
beth's reign, the machinery of the
Bishop with regard to the old eccle-
siastical jurisdiction over schools is
now being brought to bear for a
political and religiously orthodox,
rather than a pedagogical, purpose.
The Privy Council, for instance, in
1581, ask Archbisho2 Grindall to
have a good regard to the execution
<of the Act regarding recusant school

masters. Whereupon Grindall at once
despatches the order for inquiry :
" Whether any schoolmaster of sus-
pected religion, or that is not licensed
to teach by the Bishop or Ordinary,
doth teach in any public or private
place within this diocese." So,
again, in 1583, Archbishop Whit-
gift directs the similar inquiry
throughout his province, from all
schoolmasters, <'as well public as

'private, with order that such as be
unsound may be removed, according
to the statute in that behalf provid-
ed." In 1585, again, Whitgift is
making inquiries in the diocese of
Chichester, and in 1588 he enjoins
the Churchwardens and sworn men
in the ordinary visitation of the
Diocese of Sarum to inquire " if any
within your parish doth teach with-
out license of his Ordinary, under
his seal." In 1604 the English
Church Canons were adopted, and,
I suppose, continue to be the Canon
Law of this realm to day. The
Seventy-seventh Canon enjoins :
" No man shall teach either in pub-
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lic school or private house, bu. such
as shall be allowed by the Bishop of
the Diocese, or Ordinary of the
place, un 'er his hand and seal, being
foind r-et as well for his learning
and dexterity in teaching as for
sober and honest conversation, and
also for the right understanding of
God's true religion , and also except
he shall first subscribe to the first
and third Articles"-i.e., "King's
Supremacy " and " The Church of
Englard as a true and Apostolical
Church." (This Canon was supple
mented, if not superseded, by the Act
of Uniformity of 1662; and it was
only the Act of 9 and 1o Victoria,
c. 59, which repealed the section of
the Act of Uniformity which im-
posed the sanction of punishment on
those teaching without the license.
By 32 and 33 Victoria, c. 56, s. 20,
the Endowed Schools Commission-
ers are to provide in every scheme
for abolition of the necessity of hav
ing the Ordinary litense). The
ecclesiastical jurisdiction of school
masters by the Bishop vas turned
into an instrument for the punish-
ment of heresy, rather than the pro-
motion of education ; though Bishop
Gibson, in his Codex Juris Eccle-
siasticd Anglicani, 1761, says that
the licenses to teach school appear
without number on the records of
particular Sees, as also prohibitions.
I may add to this the interesting
fact that itn the Commonwealth the
power of licensing schoolmasters
was exercised by the major-generals,
and it is nee31. - to add that good
affection to the Council of State was
a necessary condition of the license.
The ecclesiastical aspect has be
come political, and the pedagogical
aspect over-shadowed. I have found
a case in which the political side is
all prominent in Charles I.'s reign
-in 1629. In that year Andrew
Bird, head of the Free School at
Reading, complains that the Chan.

cellor of the diocese has granted a
license to one to teach grammar to
the prejudice of the Borough School.

Lt is," says the King's ordinance,
"the King's pleasure that he cause
that license to be revoked."

To show how the question of li-
censes could be made obnoxious to
Nonconformists, let us takc the case
of R. Claridge. Richard Claridge
was a Quaker, who in 1707, kept a
successful school at Edmonton.
Lord Coleraine and another parish-
ioner took exception to the school
on the ground that Claridge might
proselytize children, and that, at
any rate, the schcol was an eyesore
to the vicar, his lecturer, and the
master of the Free School. Claridge
was cited to appear p ýrsonally at
Doctors' Commons, charged with
teaching boys and young men in the
rudiments of the grammar and Eng-
lish tongue, and other school-learn-
ing, without license in that behalf
first had and obtained. This action
dropped through; but eiLht months
afterwards, Lord Coleraine put up
his footman, Edward Earl, to prose-
cute Claridge. Earl was a man who
was no householder, nor had he any
"visible estate"; but he was thought
good enough for the purpose. The
cause was tried at the Consistory of
St. Paul's. Evidence was given
tending to show that the prosecution
arose from malice and ill-will, and
that Edward Earl was not acting of
his own initiative, but at "the in-
stance, request and charges of Lord
Coleraine." But the case proceeded,
whereupon Claridge applied,through
his counsel, to the Queen's Bench
for a prohibition to stay proceedings
in the ecclesiastical court. His
counnel argued that teaching school
is law.ui for any person by the com-
mon Jaw; that -:anons against the
common law are void, and that Acts
of Parliament and offences against
them belong to the judgment of the
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temporal, and not to the ecclesias ceeded against as sowers of schism.
tical courts. A prohibition was This, however, is not the view
granted to stop proceedings till the held by the Crown Law Courts, as
next tern, when the spiritual court will be shown by the following
might appear to show cause why a case
writ of prohibition should not be In 1700, a schoolmaster called
made out. The counsel on the other Cox was summoned before the
side did fot appear, and the ecclesi Ecclesiastical Court at Exeter for
astical court was tied up from. any teaching sohool withoîît a license
further prosecution. from the iBishop, and, on motion be-

Now how vexatious these pro. fore the Lord Chancellor, an order
ceedings were wvill be judged when was made that cause should be
it is pointed out that Claridge tauglit shown why a prohibition should not
some of these children gratis ; that go. It was in the Court of Chancery
hie claimed "flot to corrupt the moved to discharge the said order,
youth, but to instruct them in the alleging that before the Reformation
principles of truth and righteous- this was certainly of ecclesiastical
ness." But to show conclusivelv jurisdiction. Lord Keeper Wright
that the legal action was ba d on gave judgment: That both Courts
difference of theological tenet, and may have a concurrent jursdiction,
not upon any question of education- and a crime may be punishable both
l fitness, it is enougli to say that in the one and the other. The

Claridge was an M.A. of the Univer- Canons of a Convocation do not
sity of Oxford, where lie had the bind the laity without an Act of
reputation of being a good orator, Parliament. But always was, and
philosopher and Grecian. That lie stili amn, of opinion that keeping of
was a good teacher may be con- school is, by the old laws of En-
cluded from the size of is school, land, of ecclesiastical cognizance.
in which the boarders increased, and Therefore, let the order for prohibi-
divers of the townspeople also sent tion be discharged.» But lie held
their chldren to him. A clear state- that, if it was for the teadhing of any
Cient of the Bishopsf views as to shool except a GrammaU Snhool,
their ecclesiastical jurisdiction is to viz., writing schools, reading schools
be found in a letter fro Bishop and dancing schools, and su like,
Nicholson to Mr. Baron Price in then the prohibition as to be
1c05 fe says: f Arhbishop granted.
Arundel's Constitutions in Lynd- As a practical illustration that, in
wood's 1 Provincial,' where it is stated the popular view, jurisdiction was
that ail manner of teachers (quicu- accorded to the Bishop's power of
que docentes, as well as magistri) are licensing, the case of the Charity
under the cognizance of the Canon Schools may be cited. These schools
as to licensiog. 2. The gloss ob established about 170o, by 1760 had
serves that the instructo s of women reached the number of over ,8oo.
and girls (which bill hardly ever The number of sholars as about
appear to have been the case of men 42,500.+ The great text-book for
in orders) are compreheiided under these school-masters was Dr. Tai-
that general title. 3. The private
teachers in cameris et introitibus are L yd ro- Price, of i Sirhls tter.

then required to have licenses from (uo u in- et iteax n.

gue ~ ~ ~ o docentes aserr welesmansr)»r

the Ordinary in forrn; and they Vi f Charity School Sermon>" by Dr. -Vortb-
that hname them oeot, are to be pro. ington, 1768.
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bot's " Christian Schoolmaster." It
is there distinctly stated that to take
the Bishop's license is required from
every teacher ; and it is added that
any one teaching in any parish
without a license cught to be per-
secuted by the Churchwardens of the
parish where he teacheth for the
said offence.

My last instance of insistence on
the necessity of obtaining the Bis-
hop's license falls within the reign
,of our present Sovereign. In a book
called " Church Clavering; or the
Schoolmaster," by the Rev. W.
Gresley, Prebendary of Lichfield,*
we have - picture drawn as it
presents itself to his mind of an
ideal master of a National School.
Joseph Primer just escapes becom-
ing a Dissenter preacher and be-
comes instead a teacher of a National
School. " I have often wished," he
says, " that I had received a regular
license and commission from the
Bishop. I should feel more comfort-
able with such an authority and do
not live without the hope of receiv-
ing one some day." An interlocutor
inquires: " Well, but you do not
mean to say that in the present day
you would prevent all persons from
keeping schools unless they are
licensed by the Bishop ? "

To which Primer replies that
"those who belong to the Chu'rch
should obey its rules. All Church
of England schoolmasters, I con-
ceive, would be bound to go to the
Bishop for a license if he required
it . . . let the Bishops,' continues
Primer, " if they think fit, revive the
practice of licensing masters. Let
such masters be subject to a strict
examination as to their principles
and qualifications, and let the Church
people send their children to masters
who are so licensed. What is then
more extraordinary in requiring that
schoolmasters should be licensed

* Published in 1843.

than forbidding surgeons or lawyers
to practise without authority? And
is it not better to send our children
to be educated by a master whose
competencyis guaranteed by author-
ity than to commit them to the
tender mercies of any ignorant per-
son who may think fit to open a
school ? "

With Mr. Primer's last argument
we all here should cordially agree.
But, seeirig that national education
has to be organized, we wish our
licensing or registration to be na-
tional also, and have it on a wide
basis which may, or rather shall,
include all teachers of every sect
and denomination-men and women
teachers, public and private teach-
ers, University, secondary and ele-
mentary teachérs, on the common
possession of the knowledge of the
principles of, and skill in, the prac-
tice of teaching-without regard to
either theological or political opin-
ions held by the teacher. The Na-
tional Church once was without the
competition of dissenting bodies of
theological thinkers. It included
the nation. Now the nation includes
all the Churches. But the import-
ance of education is still as great
and is much more widely recognized
as urgent. It behooves us therefore
as a nation to assert the distinction
between a qualified teacher and one
not qualified with as keen an em-
phasis as was done by the old license
of the Church, though now on
strictly professional lines.

Nor ought we to be ungrateful to
the Church for the organization of
the past. Modern developments
have led to a differentiation of func-
tions. The Church once provided
the hospitals, almhouses, libraries,
and provided our other national
needs. Nowvvoluntary secular bodies
manage hospitals, poor-laws provide
for the poor, municipalities for libra-
ries. Sô we now have School Boards
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-and we have rates levied on the
people for the support of schools,
instead of the old endowments of
prebends and chantries forteachers.
Necessarily, therefore, the difieren-
tiation of teachers from Church
jurisdiction has followed that of
other professions-as, for instance,
doctors and lawyers. But the his-
torical study of the old conditions
strengthens the case for registration
by an appeal to past experiences of
the ages; and, at least, one reflec-
tion will follow the study of the
question of licensing, viz, that the
full fcrce of the old conviction of
the need of personal piety and
soundness of conversation and devo-
tion to the teaching office,; which
belonged to the best ecclesiastical
tradition of the teacher, should un

consciously be at work as the true
and only lasting basis for a profes-
sional spirit in the future as it has
been in the past ; and for the rest-
let us so far, in our national registra-
tion of teachers, learn from the old
ecclesiastical system of licensing to
follow what was good in it, and to
avoid its errors and failings. So,
fnally, we see that registration is no
new thing. It was found necessary
in the middle ages, when education
was, considering the difficulties, so
wonderfully organized. And now
that we, in this age, are beginning
to organize education, we too, at
last, have learned to recognize the
need of licensing which was recog-
nized and provided for so thoroughly
in those ages.

TEXT-BOOKS.

"MODERN LANGUAGES.» Fraser, therefore, could not haveM R W. H FRASER, in hisreply engineered the new departure. at
in the December issue of this least, in this way. It is a little
magazine, ignores the gist of curious, however, in this connection,

the article he is endeavoring to re- and worthy of mention, that even
fute, and confines himself to unim. before the writer knew that Mr.
portant side issues. "'he statements Fraser or anyone else was editing
on which he bases these side issues the new hybrid books, or that there
he then distorts or removes from were to be such, he was informed, on
their context, so that his defence, the authority of reputable parties
instead of being such, is simply a who had been at the last meeting of
piece of rhetorical clap-trap. the Ontario Teachers' Association,

In only one instance does he that such a resolution had been
estabhsh a sort of case, but the passed. Besides, the statement
article in question does not at all concerning this resolution was not
stand or fall vwith even the estab made as an unqualified one, as Mr.
lishing of this case and the conclu- Fraser may see if he chooses to
sions drawn therefrom, as Mr. Fraser look again.
would have his readers believe. It That Mr. Fraser is cleared by
seems that a resolution was not this from the imputatiQn, " mali-
passed at the last meeting of the cious " or otherwise, of engineering
Modern Language Association re- the " genesis » of the book or books
questing the Department to make is not by any means so certain as
the change complained of. Mr. he would give the impression.
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Sheltering himself behind the Sen-
ate of the University will -iot do.
In matters of this kind the Senate
has its Board of Arts' Studies, which
again has its sub committees ac-
cording to department or subject.
And on some of these sub commit
tees Mr. Fraser has doubtless a
voice, which is not likely to be a
still, small voice either. And Mr.
Fraser, it is now seen, is joint editor
of the new French and German
books.

Mr. Fraser considers it 'note-
worthy " that his critic should single
out the French book alone for
attack. Why is this "noteworthy,"
prav ? The critic is more interested
in French and German than he is in
Latin and Greek. The German
book had not made its appearance
when he wrote. The French one
had. Besides, the main objections
made to the one must Lpply with
more or less force to theothers-with
less, perhaps, to the ancient classics
than to the moderns. Ancient clas-
sical literature adapted to secondary
teaching is limited in range, and as
it has already been fixed and has
had the whole field to itself for the
last two thousand years or more, it
would not, perhaps, spoil very much
if the Department were to prescribe
it for another two thousand years,
although the teachers and pupils
using it might, andvery likely would.
French and German on the contrary
are living, growing languages, whose
literatures become richer every year,
so that the more recent the speci-
mens the better fitted they are for
linguistic-if not for educative pur-
poses.

That there was a "sweeping de-
nunciation " of the "plan and execu
tion ' of Mr. Fraser's book is rather
a startling and sweeping assertion.
Making a portion of the literature
fixed and binding it with the gram-
mar as one book, and giving a

monopoly of this bôok to a ring of
editors and publishers was denounc-
ed. and still is; but that all this
comes under the grandiloquent
heading, "plan and execution," is
rather doubtful. If Mr. Fraser wili
again look and see, he will find that
nothing is said about the editing of
the literature, and that the revised
grammar is even credited with being
an improvement on the old one. It
was suggested, it is true, that in
order to make the book less un.
wieldly, and therefore less costly,
for a saving in cost was, as is
known, the ostensible motive of its
production, the e.:ercises based on
the literature might take the place
of the illustrative ones in the gram-
mar. It needs a man with an im
agination to call all that a "sweep-
ing denunciation."

Mr. Fraser now goes on to play a
trump card. He holds, he says,
" more than twenty letters (?) from
leading High School teachers who
almost unanimously approve the
principle of fixed extracts for linguis-
tic drill'" Indeed! Twenty teachers
" almost unanimously approve, etc."
What did those of the "twenty"
approve who were not wholly unani
mous, and where were al the other
teachers of the country? Ail the
same the names of these twenty
"leading" and progressive teachers
ought to be enshrined and handed
down to posterity.

But by the way, this reminds the
writer that once upon a time High
School teachers-whether these
" twenty" leaders only, or the rar.k
and file as well, 'cannot be said- e-
ceived from Mr. Fraser postal cards
with return prepaid cards attached,
soliciting their opinion on certain of
the points now mooted. This clear-
ly was getting a spontaneous ex.
pression of public opinion on, as
well, doabtless, as an urgent re-
quest for, some of the changes made
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in the " plan and execution " of the German grannars and literatures,
new books, sufficiently strong to jus- which only an expert can do, foi
tify our public-spirited Mr. Fraser his college colleagues in these de-
in taking the steps necessary to in- partments, and for the teachers of
duce the Senate and the Department French and German in the High
to sanction his philanthropic pro- Schools. It is true that some of
ject. Manufacturing public expres- his colleagues in French and
sions of opinion and urgent requests German, not to speak of the heads
in this way is after all not so differ- of these departments, have had im-
ent from manufacturing that resolu mensely better opportunities of be-
tion said to emanate from the Mod- coming expert ii them than Mr.
ern Language Association. Fraser (no offence to the colleagues).

Mr. Fraser then asserts that a As for the modem language special-
text book cannot be judged until it ists in the High Schools and Col-
is tried, and adds, wise man as he legiate Institutes, most of them have
is, that the " proof of the pudding is had exactly the same opportunities
in the eating thereof." That may be; ofbecoming experts in their subjects
but if the pudding is not properly as Mr. Fraser. Some of them have
done, or not composed of whole- had even better. These specialists
some materials, the "proof" that are, therefore, as competent to edit
consists in the "eating thereof" their own text-books as Mr. Fraser.
may be indigestion or nausea, or Mr. Fraser then, in his repiy on
even paralysis of the stomach. the subject of the hieroglyphic
Would it not be better to prove the phonetics, proceeds with withering
pudding before eating it, so as to pîty and sarcasm to deal with his
avoid some or all of the above critic, and to give him his quietus.
results? So it is with some text- He goes on in this fashion: IIt- is
books, ainong them, perhaps, Mr. sad to, find in these days any person
Fraser's. of liberal education, eventhough he

And now cornes the Ilunkindest be not a mode language expert,
cut of ail. It has alpeady been who appears to be ignorant of the
sufficiently shown that there were purpose and application of a phone-
no Ilsweeping denunciations " of his tic transcription ia teaching pro.
book, as Mr. Fraser imagines. It is nunciation. He appears to be un
enough, however, that Mr. Fraser aware that what he cals hiero-
imagines them, and because he glyphics, and what is perchance
does, his critie, accord ing to him, is such to him, is the systern adopted
lno moderc language expert." Ths by progressive modem language
is, of course, quite convincing. But teachers the world over, and that
the critic did lot say that he was there is practical unanimity among
an "expert," nor that Mi. Fraser them as to its usefuhless" And fur-
was not, any more than that he was. ther : "lIt is tmuly lamentable that
However, as Mr.- Fraser impies one professing to criticize modem
that he himself is, the implication is language methods should be found
equaoly convincing. It has been baboring under the delusion that
vouchsafed to few present day mor- French abtd English sounds are suf
tas to be such multiple experts as ficiently identical to enablethe teach-
Mm. Fraser. As ail the world knows, er to inculcate the one by simple
Mrp Fraser experts it par excellence aefemence to the other without more
in Italian and Spanish, especially in ado." There, now, is a btirst of
Spanish. Then he edits Fgench and eloquence in comparison with
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which a Demosthenes or a Pitt
might pale. Only unfortunately
towards the end the irate " expert "
becomes winded, and the great
oratorical effort ends in a bathos.
And so "It is truly lamentable . .
under the delusion that French and
English sounds are sufficiently iden-
tical to enable the teacher, etc."
Much more truly lam-ntable is it
that one professing to be in his
sobEr senses should undertake such
a silly bluff as our "expert" here
does.

What the " ignorant " critic sug-
gested was that the sound to be
learnt should be represented by its
equivalent or nearest equivalent in
the mother tongue. This is all that
our < expert" ultimately does by
means of his borrowedsystcm, but
before doing so he gives much ana-
tomical gymnastics and "phonetic
transcription," which " transcrip-
tion," however, he unfortunately has
to further transcribe by means of
the equivalent or nearest equivalent
s,>und in the mother tongue. And yet
what indignant tears are shed over
the "ignorant" critic. It may be
noted that the phonetic question
under discussion is the teaching of
foreign or unknown sounds by
means of a written treatise. Perhaps
Mr Fraser will explain how in this
case the unknown is to be taught,
if not by means of the known. But
all our schools have living mod
ern language teachers-even those
teachers who have been urging for
" fixed extracts for linguistic drill "
have some life left, we will hope.
With the living teacher foreign
sounds are best taught by imitation,
aided when necessary by the ex-
ample of known similar, or approxi-
mately similar sounds, rather than
by anatomical gymnastics; and even
the living teacher, unless he be a
native, can scarcely give the exact
timbre of the foreign sound, r.or can

the learner, unless quite young,
imitate it. Much less, then, are the
niceties of pronunciation likely to be
learnt from the mechanical system
borrowed and lauded by Mr. Fraser.
An analysis of the different sounds
and of the movements of the vocal
organs in producing them would be
an absurdity in Elementary or Higli
School teaching, or in any other. Let
the " expert " only ask himself how
nature acts as a language teacher.
In some universities a little atten-
tion is, perhaps, paid to phonetics
as a sort of guasi-scientific study,
which even there is of doubtful
value.

All the same, Mr. Fraser would
confer a favor on his critic and
probably on the other modern lan-
guage teachers of the country if he
would explain his " method " of
handling his phonetic " systein."

Does he line up the young men and
women of his class, and, after point-
ing out and explaining the various
organs of articulation by means of
his own open mouth, does he then
give the command to the class to
open mouths, point out first the
hieroglyph and then the organ or
organs concerned, and explain how
by the raising or dropping, or short-
ening or stretching, or. contracting
or expanding thereof, the sound re-
presented by the hieroglyph, but
not yet known, is produced; and,
after this explanation, do the organs
on a second word of command pro-
duce the sound, the equivalent of
which is nowhere in the mother
tongue ?

It seems a pity after all this con-
troversy to say that the writer
would not have thought it worth
while to devote a word to Mr.
Fraser's phonetics, were it not in
connection with the suggestion al-
ready mentioned for the curtailment
and cheapening of the book.

In this connection another sug.
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gestion might perhaps be thankful-
ly received. It is that when a new
edition of the book is issued, which
doubtless will be soon, judging from
the maray demands from foreign
pnblishers, the chapter on phone-
tics be omitted and published separ-
àtely. This would have the double
advantage, first that the public
would not have to pay for useless
lumber, and second that Mr Fraser
would be able to tell who the really
" progressive " teachers are in this
country, if not the "world over."

In concluding his article Mr.
Fraser gives a bit of biography.
This bit of biography is very inter-
esting, for how could anyýhing ap
pertaining to so distingufshed an
"expert" be otherwise. He bases
this biographical chapter on the fol-
owing quotation: "l'he editors (sic)
have not been accustomed to dealing
with young pupils or they would
have avoided this mistake." The
(sic) is Mr. Fraser's, whatever he
means by it. Perhaps it is a mis-
print for (hic), which would better
suit the condition of his nerves and
mind. Possibly he means to indi-
cate that he objects to being called
editor and that he aspires to be an
author. It is doubttul, though, if
the compiler of a piece of patch
work is entitled to this designation.
But revenons a nos moutons : To
make his quotation intelligible Mr.
Fraser should have also given some
of the context Here it is : "Apart
from the defects already referred to
the new grammar is in and for itself
an improvement on the old one The
exercises are more connected and on
concrete and familiar themes. They
are, however, too long, and the new
words and expressions introduced
with each lesson are too many. This
is particularly noticeable in the
early exercises. "The editors have
been accustomed, etc." With his usual
astuteness Mr. Fraser avoids the

real criticism, viz., the length and
difficulty of the early exercises and
regales the reader to his biographical
sketch, which is foreign to the real
question at issue.

In conclusion, Mr. Fraser's critic
inay say that, far from being in-
spired by "animosity," personal
or other, he lias no objections in the
world to Mr. Fraser making as
many books as he pleases on French,
German, Spanish, Turkish, Chinese,
or Engineering, provided always that
he does not get the Department of
Education to compel the school
public to buy them. The critic is
always pleased to see home talent,
Mr. Fraser included, coming to the
fore, in any field; but he objects to
combines and monopolies, par-
ticularly in educational matters.
Paternalism is contrary to the
genius of this country in ec'ucation,
especially in secondary and higher
education, just as it is in politics,
no matter whether personified by
Mr. Fraser or the Department, or
both combined.

The advisability of authorizing
any one grammar in any language
in the secondary schools is ques-
tionable. It seems still more ques-
tionable to authorize one edition
only of fixed portions of literature,
and for an indefinite time. When
the editors and publishers of these
authorized books are the same, .it
savors strongly of the "pull" and
combine.

High School masters ought by
this time to be out of leading strings,
and to be trusted to know their own
business and to be able to select
their own text-books, at least within
reasonable limitations.

Mr. Fraser, seeing that he has
the monopoly of two grammars and
readers for all the High Schools of
the province, and for all time,
should be prepared to meet criti-
cism; and when the criticism is
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suggestive and reconstructive, he Further, when Mr. Fraser replies to
should be thankful. If his books his critics, which he has a perfect
stood on their own merit solely, right to do, he should confine
criticism might be unnecessary, for himself to the question or questions
then any one having objections to at issue, discuss them sanely and in-
them could leave them alone. genuously, and avoid rhodomontade.

BAR DINNER (1901).

CHANCELLOR HON. SIR J. A. BOYD.
FTER returning thanks for the people to the south delight to speak

Bench, the Chancellor con- of their country, telling how, in the
tinued : 17th century, the Almighty sifted

"At this juncture of time and the three kingdoms that he might
place in our history it is well to send out choice grain into New
note some matters of common con- England. We have our counterpart
gratulation for all of us here assem- in the i8th century in that the same
bled. First, we are all Canadians, Almighty hand sifted the thirteen
and that word " Canada " lias now States in order to furnish loyal seed
some magic in it. No longer the for the planting of British North
barbaric term picked up by Jacques America. The Loyalists brought
Cartier and applied to the new land, to this country some of the best
yet meaning only a native village, things we have: that love of British
a mere handful of huts filled with insLitutions and that loyalty to the
smoke and Indians; but now a old land which now leaven the
naine of power, standing for a clus- whole conmunity. So they settied
ter of self-governing communities, in Upper Canada, and formed the
throbbing with life, unted in one early population along the sbores of
wide-spreading confederacy from Lake Ontario, the Indian equivalent
ocean to ocean, and bidding fair to for "large » or "beautiful » lake.
form our contribution on this And this nane, Ontario, has been
Amenican cSntinent to that great well transferred to the province, for
Imperial power which, as tbe B3rit- it is a commodious and pleasant
ish Commonwealth, shatl girdhe the land we live in.

jglobe. And yet again we are, -nost of us,
The opening centuryA is signalized citizens of Toronto, another felici-

by Australia falling into the lne of tous Indian name that, as applied
confederation. Some of us may live first to the bay and front of the
to see the great consummation. town, meant "an opening" or

But again, most of us are men of Igateway" to the lake beyond. We
Ontario, which we take to be the are the citizens of no mean city,
premier province of the Dominion. where are centred the splendid
If for no ottier reason, for the quaint buildings dedicatpd to goverument
one given by good Thomas Fuller and legisation, to law and litera-
respecting Yorkshire: "Yorkshire," ture, to arts and sciences, to com-
bie said, "was the Largest county in merce and religion. Such a city
England, and therefore the best." thus endowed should prove a ye-
However, the distinction may be table opening or gateway for our
maintained on other grounds. The Canadian youth, from which they
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may be sent forth equipped to take And now, gentlemen, our hosts,
worthy part in our varied national we congratulate you as members of
life. In furtherance of this end i the Legal and Literary Society.
trust the provincial authorities may Law and Literature have too often
see their way in two directions: the been divorced, but they go together
one responsive to the influential admirably, as the names of Bowen
deputation of distinguished men of and Stephen, Pollock and Holmes,
various religions asking that efficient may well suggest Many of our
provision be made for the better and own Bar have lately gone into law
more systematic instruction in the and literature combined in the shape
Public Schools in the elements of of useful treatises that are more
religion and morality, so that the cited in the courts than perused as
children of the land may grow up a matter of relaxation. I rather
with the fear of God before their think we could go pretty well
eyes, and with some wholesome through the alphabet of authorship
appreciation of the rights and claims and find responses from Canadians,
of others, their fellows, as parts of for example, Armour on Titles, Bick-
the body politic. If the Bible, the' nell on Statutes, Clement on the
great book of humanity, the great Constitution, Dunn on Mortgages,
classic of the English tongue, gets Ewart on Estoppel, Howell on Pro-
the go-by for six days in the week. bate-but I forbear. I hope these
and fails to have its proper recog- gentlemen have drawn some sub
nition as a part of education, the stantial return from authorship, but,
scholars are apt to conclude that it in any event, they will be able to
is not of much account anyway. verify the wisdom of Lord Kames,

Next I trust that the provincial! who said the way to understand a
University may be so broadened and subject is to write a book upon it.
deepened as to be able to affiliate It is a matter of satisfaction that we
all other institutions of higher! have a good beginning of legal liter-
learning, including, as one of the ature, produced in response to the
faculties, the Law School at Os- real wants of the profession.
goode Hall. In this way a more But without writing books you
thorough scientific training in may serviceably manifest the out-
law and politics in the large can be come of literature in your knowledge
given than is possible under existing and use of our English tongue. No
conditions There is room for only spoken language equals the English
one efficient and comprehensive uni- in its adaptability for all purposes
versity in Ontario, supported by of science and human intercourse.
public funds. One can do all the Cultivate a strong, simple, direct
work if sufficiently endowed, and it style, if you wish to leave the im-
should be so endowed as to ke'ep press of your thought on the minds
pace with the discoveries and ad- of listeners. Let me borrow three
vancement of science, of philosophy homely maxinis for your guidance
and science, involving as they do in public speaking: flrst, get inta
large outlay for apparatus and labor yaur subject; second, get your sub
atories. This may be a matter of ject into yourseif; third, get yaur
expense, but ail money so expended subject into yaur hearers. Your
will have an abundant return in Society, sa far as it is literary, will aid
students and graduates of light and you in easeof manner andin choîce of
leading who will enrich the country words; sa far as it is legal it should
an hundredfold. help you ta careful and accurate
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thought. When Carlyle was asked life, and, of wider scope, it touches
his advice about students practising the foundations of society, the ar.
put ic speaking he said they would bitration and peace of nations. You
be more benefited by private think will always have to detect fraud and
ing. Both may be combined in your protect folly. There will be, more
Society with good results. than ever, the large bulk ot diplo-

But now, gentlemen, on the broad matic work, so characteristic of
outlook of law, we have rnuch to modern times. The members of the
commend in the past and something Bar, in the dual character of solici-
to expect for the future. The sim- tor and counsel, have to do between
plification and amendment of, man and man, and conpany and
the law in the last fifty years lias company, in regard to private
been astonishing and unparalleled affairs, what official diplomatists
The delays, the objections as to transact between great powers and
form, the technical difficulties and independent states. They come in
obstructions, have been swept away. as negotiators to make peace or war
so that now causes are decided ac or to get the best terms possible.
cording to their very merits ; reason Hence the profession of law, as said
lias prevailed against antiquated a great statesman, '- is as ancient as
custom and time honored methods the nagistracy, as noble as virtue,
of procedure. Valine, V.C.. used to as necessary as justice." All public
think that all attempts to fuse law careers and prospects of wide use-
and equity were as futile as attempts fulness are open to the well-equipped
to unite the army and navy. There lawyer. The training and experi-
was natural d*stinction between the ence is naturally adapted to fit him
two, and he would not believe in for the halls of legislation and the
their becoming one till he saw adjustment of public affairs. So
armies operating at sea and ships that we may more and more expect
sailing over the dry land. But now to see the successful lawyer certior-
they are not only fused but Equity aried into parliamentary life and
leads to all courts, so that, practi- statesmanship. Look around at the
cally, jus and justitia are synony- Premier of Ontario, the Chrysostom
mous. For the future I thmnk it best of political oratory, who is a lawyer
to refer to the Attorney-General -at the Prime Minister of Canada,
and, possibly, his successors, be- the Rexpoliticus of the whole coun-
cause, of all forms of error, prophecy try, lately styled in England " one
in legal matters is most gratuitous. of the wardens of the Empire "-
But we may see further sinplifica- who is a lawyer. The Lieutenant-
tions, perhaps, in pleading, such as Governor of Ontario, who bas been
will make the ghosts of the old-time lawyer, judge, statesman, premier,
special pleaders shiver in their limbo and now ends a well-spent life as
of oblivion. the highest representative of the

But, gentlemen, the profeàsion Queen in this province. The two
will not be seriously affected. Liti great problems of modern society
gated matters may be reduced, but are being dealt with by two lawyers.
the volume of business will increase The Attorney-General of Ontario in-
with the growth and development cludes in his legislation far-reaching
of the country. Lawyers' work provisions for the saving of neglect-
concerns the highest of all temporal ed children,and the Postmaster-Gen-
interests-property, reputation, the eral adds to his democratic depart-
peace of families, liberty and even ment that of the Department of
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Minister of Labor. Statesmen, it
has been said, have to cultivate a
growing sense of unity of sentiment
between all sections of the people,
and fame awaits the man who shall
be able to provide for the just set-
tlement and accommodation of trade
and labor differences so as to avoid
industrial war and promote peace
and good-will amoug men.

I recall an interesting parallel in
legal emirence, drawn from ancient
and modern Canada. In 1774 a
young man about twenty-three was
Attorney-General of Canada. He
turned out as a volunteer at the
siege of Quebec by Montgomery
Going to England, he entered the
profession there and rose to à most
distinguished place upon the Bench,
laying broad the foundations of
equity jurisprudence, well known tu
us as Sir William Grant, Master of
the Rolls. Another, in more recent
days, a member of this society,
'when war threatened during the
Trent affair, turned out to drill as a
recruit, and, though not very suc-
cessful in matters of mere military
routine, he was a great success in
the march of law. He is found on
the Bench in the Court of Chancery,
in the Court of Appeal, in the Su-
preme Court and in the Privy
Council. Sir Henry Strong sits with
the greatest judges of the Empire,
shaping laws for the Greater Britain
beyond the seas.

It may be, gentlemen, that the
ministers of religion, as Bentham
said, are the advance guard of the
law, yet it is the ministers of law
who keep the commonwealth to-
gether. More than five centuries
ago the great Englishman, Mr.
Justice Fortescue, wrote in his De
laudibus legum Angi, " The law is
the ligament (lex a ligando) by which
the body politic and all its several
members are bound together and
united in one entire body " And the
other day, at the Buffalo Conference
on International Law, another Eng-
lish judge, Mr. justice Kennedy,
said : - As it is righteousness which
exalts the nation, so i- is confidence
in the administration o' justice
which, more than aught else, binds
a nation together " Very simple
and comprehensive was the Roman
jural code : to live honestly, to hurt
nobody, to render everyone his due.
And not unlike is that other and
higher canon to which we, as Cana-
dians, would conform our living:
to think just!y, to love mercy and to
walk humbly before God.

Gentlemen, welive in Canada, we
live from Canada, let us live for
Canada. You may not all rise to
eminence, but you may all do faith-
ful service for Queen and country
as honest and honorable ministers
of the law and public-spirited citi-
zens of Canada.

TEXT-BOOK QUESTION.

PROF. YoUNc, TRINITY U";VERSITY.JPON the text-book question, I grammars andreaders,and of having
am glad to find myself so much any portion of the work prescribed
in accord with Vindex, Prof. for the leaving examination fixed, is

Fraser, and your anonymous contri. bad. With Professor Fraser and
butor, whose identity is still unknown his colleague (for the latter gives
to me. With the last-mentioned I his assent to all that the former
agree,the present policy of combining says), I feel that personalities here
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are cut of place, and that they
should be kept out of discussions
altogether, so far as possible. With
regard to Professor Fraser himself,
I am glad to repeat my testimony.
given publicly some years ago
when occasion offered, to his ability
as a teacher of boys ranging in age
from ten to nineteen years. This
testimony I was in the best possible
position to give, having been ap
pointed to Upper Canada College
in the year that Professor Fraser
became lecturer in Italian and
Spanish in the University of To
ronto. As to Professor Squair,
there is no man in the whole edu
cational world of Ontario more
worthy of profound respect. I do
not know anything about his deal-
ings with boys, for they were a
thing of the past before he himself
became an undergraduate. But he
did have them, as you know, sir,
for, in addition to the experience I
have just referred to, he took cl.sses
occasionally in your own time at the
old Grammar School in Jarvis street.
Thus, protesting against personali-
ties and imputation of motives, I
come into perfect agreement with
"Vindex," except on one point-
that of having even a part of the
authors prescribed for the leaving
examinations and for matriculation
fixed.

Professor Fraser and " Vindex"
both insist that no resolution relat-
ing to combined readers and gram-
mars was passed by the Modern
Language section of the Ontario
Educational Association. My own
recollections would lead me to make
the same assertion, so far as junior
and senior work are concerned at any
rate. When the question was dis-
cussed, the reader which has just
been discarded was the basis of the
discussion. That was used for
primary work, which was and is a
very different thing so far as this
whole question is concerned.

There are two main points in this
text-book and curriculum matter
which it is well to keep in mind :
(t) the policy itself, and (2) the way
in which the policy originates. The
latter would puzzle even the wisest
men the East ever produced,
whether in the most remote or in
more modern times, so I shall not
attempt to fathom the mystery.
Only, I must say that, in both cur-
riculum making and text-book ar-
rangements, it is greatly to be de-
sired that the Minister should have
competent, responsible, and regu-
larly appointed advisers, such as his
predecessors had in the old Central
Board.

Matters would be further simpli-
fied if, as I suggested before, the
school programme were to be
mapped out neither for matricu-
lants nor for prospective teachers,
but for the great majority whose
school is their universitv, and who
at school need to be put in the way
of learning how to continue their
studies by themselves in after days.
The leaving examination (not divid-
ed into senior and junior, as at
present) could still serve as the quali-
fying examination for model schools
and universities Moreover, if the
Provincial University would waive
the right to hold a matriculation ex-
amination and to grant a degree to
any person who had failed to
qualify for matriculation by passing
the leaving examination, the other
universities would be only too glad
to fall into line, for they keep up the
evils of supplementals and non ma-
triculated (as opposed to occasional)
students, largely because the Uni-
versity of Toronto holds the former
and allows the latter to proceed to
the Bachelor's degree..

On the other hand, if matricula-
tion and Model School requirements
are still to regulate the school pro-
gramme, it is to be hoped that the
good custom of holding consultation
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with all the universities will be the grammar las increased my ap-
revived. It is since that custom preciation of it, which vas already
was dropped that the objectionable bigh, as ail your readers wiil have
practice of dividing the matricula- gathered. I do not wish ta he
tion examination was introduced; understood ta take back any part of
and now cornes, without any warn- vhat I said when 1 make the remark
ing, the decision to fix for an un- that the authors, owing doubtless
known term of years a part of the ta the timitatiaas impased uvan
prescribed authors. If there had thern, have done vhat they did in
been a responsible Advisory Board the aid book, and what the aLthors
(not nerely a somewhat ornamental of the German grarmar have also
Educational Council), or if there done in their new editian, which I
had been consultation with the have just received-they have failed
other universities, which, to say the ta make a book vhich can be
least of them, have seldon been easily put into the hands of begin-
laggards in our educational pro- ners and continued vith them ta the
gress, neither of these unfortunate end ofthe schaal course. No one can
changes would have been made; do it, I hald, and the authars have
at any rate, they would nbt have dane their best. We need, it seems
taken so misch;evous a f-ýrm as ta me, a smaller and a larger gram-
they have taken. mar, just as ve need an elementary

Of course, if it had not been de reader ta precede the vork pre-
cided to make a change in fixing scribed far the Ieaving examination.
even a portion of the prescribed The smailer grammar mght be
authors, there would have been no planned so as ta caver t'o yearv'
combined readers and grammars of work and the larger other twa,
which to co-plain. I stîll believe vhile the elementary reader should
tl e principle to be emphatically and advance from extremely simple
unreservedly bad, and Professor piecés with pictures ta something
Fraser himself has not ventured to of the same difficulty as is found in
defend it. It would be interesting the pieces now baund up with the
to have him tell us whether the grammar. Aftr the work in this
Hanarable the Ministerof Educatitn reader had been cvered, the pupil
wassa bent uporavingthe principle might go an to smething much more
already applied ta Greek and Latin auvanced than is met with in the new
applied alsa ta French and German reader, and that samething should
that, although hie himself was up- partake of the nature af what is
posed ta it, lie gave vay ta the han- known in Gerrnany as Landoskunde;
arable gentleman lest the work and at the ame time it should inlus-
shauld fali into ather, ani perhaps trate for the an erage pupil aho is
less oompetent, hands. If the Min- nat going ta have any schoaling
ister is so set in his own way, we after passing the leaving examina
mut try ta Il"create a Fntiment an tion the great periods and mave-
the subjeet that will express itself ments of French hiterature, taking
on the flaar af the House,> as a cer account als, posibly, of the litera-
tain high authority phrased it when ture of French Canada.
at the banquet of its medial faculty, Laking to what I have in m d
lie mas discussing the Universiry and what i have tried ta express
of 'orontos appeal for increased here, I do think that they are ahead
State aid. af us in the United States and,

Further appartunity ta examine ire especially in England. tshi.
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the saine time I am glad, on per- mar and Reader, I should have
sonal grounds, to hear that Prefe.s- liked to say something about it. I
sors Squair and Fraser have found notice some very good improve-
for their book a publisher in the ments, partly pecuhar to itself,
United States. I can well under- partly resembling tho-,e of the book
stand why they should fmd one for to which 1 have already devoted so
the grammar, but not for the bulky large , portion of your space.
combination. Perhaps they will be i'hese books are out nov as part of
able to adopt Virdex's suggestion l settled policy, but I hope the pol.
about separating th,! parts. But icy will be reversed as speedily as
for the vocabulary it would be a may be consistent with ail the in
simple inatter of bookbinding. terests concerned. Cheapness is

If I had had time &o examine the not the main interest.
new edition of the Geryuan Gram-

àIETHOD.

J. N. PATRICK, A.M.A GOOD method compels the
pupil to feel that the recita-
tioi.. hour is his opportun-

ity, and that lie must then p-5ve
to the teacher and his classmates
that he is prepared to recite. At the
beginning of the recitation a topic
should be named by the teacher and
a pupil required to recite on it
without question or comment by
the teacher. This method, if per-
sisted in, will develop self-confi-
dence, fluency and readiness of ex-
pression. Many questions by the
teacher interfere with the flow of
*hought and with its free expression.
Interference by the teacher is
without doubt the most serious de
fect of the average recitation. The
method of the teacher either com-
pels the pupil to study or it licenses
him to be idle. If the teacher talks
ni uch the pupil will soon quit study-
ing ; if the teacher's method requires
but little of the pupil, the pupil will
soon make little or no preparation
for the recitation.

A good method saves the time of
both teacher and pupil, Ten min
utes spent by the teacher in looking
over a lesson before calling the class

will rave twenty minuLcs in hearing
the recitation. The teacher should
know just what is to be presented in
every lesson and how to present it.
Definiteness inspires and results en-
courage. No method or a wander-
ing, shot-gun method discourages
papils berause they do not feel the
inspiration which always accom-
panies results. By definitely point-
ing out, day by day, the fact that
the lesson of to-day is onJy an ex
tensidn of the lesson of yesterday,
the pupil will soon learn that to-
morrow leans on to-da; and govern
himself accordingly. Mzkke this fact
very clear.

A good method leads pupils to sec
and to feel that character is the one
great aim of education. In too
many schools great stress is laid
upon the value of learning, upon the
acquisition of text-book tacts. The
mind is trained or cranmmed, but
little or no attention is given to the
cultivation of the heart. Children
should be trained to be as well as to
know. There is so much stress laid
upon the fullness and accuracy of
text-book knowledge that we quite
neglect the . al aim of education-
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character. Without a cultured hen:t Tle teacht. that knows only one
the finest and most exact scholar- method of representing a subject
ship counts for little. It is morally often fails to interest a class on ac-
wrong for a teacher to permit a coLnt of his meager knowledge of
pupil to be loose, careless or inac- method. The same method should
curate in his statement of text-book fot be used until it becomes stereo-
facts, but with all his gettir.g he typed The teacher that deems his
should get wisdom, which includes work worthy of lis best intellectual
not only a well-trained mind, but a effort wil1 find more than one way
cultured heart. Without the latter of hearing a recitation. The man-
all his knowledge may be mis- ner of caring the recitation should
applied. be frequently changed. Try the

The method of the teacher should topical recitation to-day. In this
aid the pupil to think promptly and i form of recitation the teacher has
correctly. In this way only cai but littie opportunity to use the
the teacher assist the pupil in pre- time of the class in ialking. Tue
paring himself to met the demands pupils can present their views in
of life Memory cramming will not some fullness. To morrow the quick,
meet the demands of social, pÉofes- short question and answer method
sional, or business lite No array of may le used. Next day the pupils
facts, no amount of quotations will might be privileged to volunteer to
inspire pupils. Inspiration and ac present the matter of the text and
tion are born of inspiration and illustrate the definitions and prin-
action, not of seeming and dream- ciples This method of hearing re-
ing. The method of the teacher citations places ail the nembers of
should aid the pupil in preparing the class on the same level and soon
himself to act well his part in social distinguishes the studious, self.
life and to do his duty as a citizen reliant pupils f-om the indolent and
of the state. Cramming the memory uncertain pupils.
with text-book matter will not ma Whatever nethod is used in pre-
terially serve the pupil in his social senting a subject or in hearing a re-
or political relations. Text-books citation, the teachers personality is
are only a means to an end-that 1 the chief factor ii success orfailure.
end mental and moral training. Only the teacher's knowledge of the

The method le teacher should subject, his inerest in his vork, his
aid the pupil to for'm right concep- enthusiasn, hi love for his pupils
tions of real life and to build high can clothe the dry bones of the best
ideals. The teacher should lead the i' ethod with real life and wor .
piupil to sec that high ideals are t o Th teacher must be the life of any
realities as cause is to effect-that method, yet talk but little. His
character depcnds un ideais. The manner should speak. Presence is
method of the teacher should lead the great speech maher Pupils are
the pupil to appreciate his oppor- flot traincd to think or to express
tunities, to value the pîcasures of thcmsclves by talking teachers.
life and to acknowvIcdge bis obliga- Talking teachers neyer lead pupils
tions and duties to others. The to acquire studmous habits because
method of the teachner should lcad the method hich exacts littie or
the pupil to sec that to become le nothicag of the pupil is worth litte
nmust overcome, that self-trust is te or nothing to him. The teacher's
distinguishing characteristi of the manner should arouse hi pupls to
mern that succced. activity. Passive speech and indif-
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ferent bodily action mean little or teacher. The emphasis of voice
nothing to school children. To lead and action that accompanies put
pupils to do requires positive speech pose is ever present in the work of
and action on the part of the the successful teacher.-Ex.

A NOTABLE ADDRESS.*

PRESIDENT DRAPER.

C OMING to a conclusion, whichhas been too long delayed, I
submit a few propositions

which are, to me at least, obvious.
i. Nothing should be done touch-

ing the elementary schools which is
calculated to interfere with their
being "common schools," that is of
equal interest and advantage to all
of the people.

2. The work of the schools should
be made less, rather than more,
complex ; and less, rather than
more, advanced work should be de
manded in the grades. The stand-
ards of values should recognize the
habit of work, and the love of it,
quite as much as the amount of
work performed.

3. Public secondary schools and
advanced schools have abundant
sanction in public policy. Their
necessity to the steady and scienti
fic advance of the elementary
schools is imperative. This of it-
self would be abundant ground to
justify them if there vere no other
grounds. There are many other
grounds. The whole question has
passed beyond the phase of dispute.
But the higher schools are bound
to carefully refrain from changing
the "common school" character of
the lower schools.

*[Pres. Andrew S. Draper, of the University
of Illinois, delivered an address before the
citizens and mnembers of the Civic Federation
of Chicago, December x, on " Common
School Problemns in Chicago, which ought to
be carefully read and pondered by every citi-
zen.]

4. The most subtle and deadly
enemy of the schools is influence in
the interests of persons, or parties,
or sects, which does not consider
the common welfare of the whole
mass. The school organization
must be required to resist all such
influences, and must be given the
legal right and power to do it.

5. A board of education should be
small in numbers and its members
should stand for the whole city, and
not represent districts of it. In
some way the temptation to talk to
the galleries should be taken away.
The members should be representa-
tive of the business and property in-
terests, as well as of the intelligence
and genuine unselfishness of the
city.

6. The board should be vested
with legislative power alone. It
should have no appointments be-
yond, the imperative necessities of
the case. If vested with the ap-
pointment of a business manager
and superintendent, these officers
should be given long terms and
statutory powers which will enable
them to perform their functions
without hindrance. Whatever the
board does, should be required to
be within the scope of its statutory
functions, and by resolution to be
entered upon its journal.

7. The school systerm and the
municipal system should have no
relations. And in the school sys
tem business matters and instruc-
tioral matters should be completely
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separated. The instruction must be motions should go to teachers who
of first importance, and saved iarm- have the spirit of the teacher and
less from everything else. can teach, who have steadiness and

8 Executive action upon ail can build character, who demon.
business matters should be vested strate that they can carry responsi.
in a business manager. He should bility. One who invokes influence
be given ample authority, and be should suifer for it. The highest
afforded adequate help, to care for prenium should be put upon gentie-
ail business concerns. He should ness and culture, or strength of
represent the board in ail contracts character and scientfc teaching.
and see that they are completely The strengath of the schools is in the
and honestly executed. He should teaching. The superintendent of in-
be charged with the care of ail struction should have charge of ail
buildings, and to that end should this. He should beamply protected
appoint and remove superintendents and given ample authiority to meet
and janitors, who have immediate his reponsibilities. The right of
charge of them. If the board isevery parent to the best possible
cheated in its business, if buildings teaching for his child should be su-
are unwholesome, lie shouldbe held preme, and whenever this right is
accourntable. not made ood the superntendent

9. The instructional lork should should be called sharply to account.
centre in a superintendent of in- io. The law ot the state should
struction. He should be charged clearly define the machinery of the
wvith nothing but the courses of in- systemn and fix the powers ofaill
struction and the quality of the connected with it. Statutory law
teaching. His tenure should be might very well express in terns
long and fixed. His powers should the aims and purposes of the people
be ceariy defined in the law, and more than it does. The sprt is
cvithin the scope of is responsibili- quite as important as the letter of
ty they should be complete. He the lav. And the law should assure
should appoint, assign, and for the fullest publicity about every-
cause remove teachers. Teachers, thing that is done in connection
other than suci as have already with the schools.
taught successfully and acquired Al this proves that shool admin-
reputation, should be required to istration is not a pastime ; that it is
pass through, at least, prescribed a burden, and a burden ivhich ail
courses of study in subject matter are flot fitted to carry. Those who
and in the science of teaching. Ap- ican carry it, and do carry it well,
pointments shoud only be made earn the gratude of every parent,
from an eligible list constituted ac and the thanks of every citizen.
cording to law ; they should be There are, I very weii know, thou-
made for a probationery period, and sands of teachers in this great city
where continued after that should to whom the public shouid remove
be permanent, o thi removal onl its hat. Sud teachers wil not mis-
for cause. Pay shoumd be adequate understand me, I a sure, as I urge
for expert service, in ,hatever a more complete organization and
grade, and the scale should favor an educational administration which
length ofsuccessful service, and the can protect and uplift instruction.
salary cheque should be as certain Unhappily it is true, as it ought ot
at stated periods as that of the gov- to bee that to assure these things
ernor of the commonwealth. Pro- we shal ail ave to contend for
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them. The contention will have to
be waged in all of the assemblages
of the people. Trust all of the
people. Do nct fear those who have
corne recently from other lands;
they value the privileges which they
have not had before, and when in-
formed they will stand steadfastly
for the integrity of the schools.
Never forget that the schools are
worth contending for. Our educa-
tional system is not a mistake It
has abundantly demonstrated its
ability to develop good men and
good women and to train good citi-
zens. In pedagogical hands the
schools are easily able to regenerate
our cosmopolitan population, and
bind us together into a citizenship
which will sustain free institutions
and make the flag of the republic
invincible wherever destiny may
lead it upon the round globe.
Through the schools the city and
the state and the union are to be se

cure. Through the schools the pro-
gress of the nation, as well as its se-
curity is to be assured. Through the
" common schools " millions are to
enter into life.

Doubt not the final outconie We
will go forward with the spirit of
the Saxon race. That race has ab-
undantly shown its abilitv to gov-
ern. It is both forceful and tolerant.
It can command order. It leads to
better things. It wages hard battle;
and it mends, and heals, and helps.
When Kitchener proposed to set up
a Gordon Memorial College at
Khartoum he reprdsented the
power, and he expressed the pur-
pose, of English-speaking peoples
throughout the world. In Kipling's
virile verse,
"They terribly carpet the earth with dead,

and before the cannon cool,
They walk unarmed by twos and threes, to

call the living to school."
-Ex.

MANUAL TRAINING IN ONTARIO.

ALBERT H. LEAKE.*

T HE Governor General and theCountess of Minto have once
again shown their practical

interest in that which concerns the
true and highest welfare of the Do-
minion-the education of its chil-
dren-by their formal opening of
the Manual Training Schools at
Brockville on January 9. Their
Excellencies were accompanied by
Professor Robertson and Ex Gov
ernor Hoard, of Wisconsin, and
were met at the station by Hon.
Richard Harcourt, Minister of Edu
cation for Ontario, and a number of
representative - men of the town.
During their inspection of the Ma

*Director of Macdonald Training Schools
for Ontario.

nual Training room the visitors
passed from bench to bench, care-
fully watching the boys at work
and critically examining the objects
which they were making and
through which they were receiving
their training. The equipment and
general arrangements of the room
were such as have been described
in a former number of the maga.
zine. Specimens of various Cana-
dian Timbers, properly labelled,
cases of typical leaves, specimens
of various Canadian manufactures
in their different stages, and other
objects of interest, all connected
with life and progress in the Do-
minion, testified to the whole-heart-
edness with which -the teacher had
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gone about his work and the in-
terest taken in it by the boys, and
it is not too much to say that the
room is a credit to the teacher, the
pupils, Brockville, and to the Do-
minion itself. It is important to
note that the room was seen in its
ordinary working state, and no at
tempt was made at extra decoratio.n
in view of the inspection by the
distinguished visitors. In the even-
ing a meeting was held in the Vic-
toria Hall, and perhaps the only
mistake made in the arrangements
was in not securing the largest hall
available, for the one engaged was
ail too small for the large audience
wvhich assembled. This congrega.
tion of such a large number was
most gratilving, and augurs well for
the intellectual progress of the Do
minion, as when once the people
take an intelligent interest in educa-
tional matters progress is assured.
The speeches delivered were of the
highest order, and the subject of
Manual Trainngwas treated in a
perfectly original manner, showing
that the speakers had made a deep
and careful study of the subject.
Lord Minto, after replying to the
addresses presented to him by the
Corporation and the School Board,
proceeded to deal with Manual
Training. He spoke with just pride
of the admirable educational systern
of Canada as a whole and of On
tario in particular, but pointed out
that "these are days of rapid pro
gress, and in every sphere of life in
these days of competition, not only
in the productions of trade, but
even in aIl professions, the import-
ance of early training and a sound
elementary grounding is becoming
more and more evident. It has
now become an accepted fact that
the future prosperity of the people
must to a large extent depend on
the training of the Primary
Schools."

His Lordship next referred to
the report of the Royal Commis-
sion on Manual Training and Prac-
tical Education to the Imperial Par-
liament, and said :

" This Commission commenced
its task January 25, 1897, and com-
pleted it June 25, 1898. During
that time the Commission held 93
meetings, took the evidence of 186
persons and visited 119 schools on
the continent of Europe and in the
United States. Nothing could be
stronger than their remarks upon
the value of Educational Manual
Training as it had already been in-
troduced into certain Primary
Schools in Ireland, and, though I
believe it is a fact that no more than
fifty Board Schools (corresponding
to the Public Schools of the Do-
minion) in England provided Ma-
nual Training ten years ago, reports
at the present moment indicate that
nearly 5,000 schools contribute
pupils to Manual Training centres.
It appears to me that we should
heartily welcome the inauguration
in Canada of a system which is
doing so much for the boys of other
countries."

Reference next was made to the
fact that it was necessary that mis-
leading impressions should not pre-
vail as to the object and purpose of
Manual Training, and His Excel-
lency pointed out that this purpose
was not to train for any particular
trade or profession, but to give that
dexterity of band and accuracy of
eye which would better enable a boy
or girl to achieve success in any
department of activity that might
afterwards be chosen. His Lord-
ship also referred in eloquent terms
to the necessitv for Domestic Econ-
omy being introduced for the girls,
and concluded his most impressive
address by saying:

" Lady Minto is deeply interested
both in the question of Manual
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Training and Domestic Science,and sources all shows the demand for
I can assure you it would be a such education.
source of great satisfaction to both Professor Robertson next spoke,
of us if before the term of our stav and bis speech simply overflowed
in Canada cornes to an end we with bis intense love for the boys
could see both these branches of and girls of Canada. His way of
education accepted and firmly es- looking at the vhole question is
tablished throughout the Domin- that of the practical r who bas
i on." a w;de and extensive acquaintance

Perhaps one of the most interest- vith men and things, and this prac.
ing statements made by His Excel- tical knowledge is brought to bear
lency was that, alter a careful study on the subject in such a way that
of the benefits accruing from the new light is constantly being thrown
training, he had sent his eldest son, on the whole question, and an expres-
Lord Melgund to attend the Man- sion dropped in here and there (ap-
ual Training classes in Ottawa. parentiy but not in reality by chance)

The Hon. Richard Harcourt,Min. starts one on entireiy new unes of
ister of Education for Ontario, de- thought as to the scope, aims and
livered a most admirable address, possibilities of Manual Training as
and dealt with Manual Training a factor in the gcneral education of
and Technical Education as only our children. The Professor pointed
his wide knowledge and deep insight out that there «vere noiv 6,ooo boys
into educational requirements ren- in the Manual Training classes in
dered possible. He said he would the Dominion, and that provision
be delighted if Manual Training had been made for training 6oo
and all that is implied in the words teachers.
" domestic economy " couid be made Inspector Hughes, of Toronto,
part of the Public School system of spoke on the educational principles
the country. That was the ideal underlying Manual Training, and
towards which he aimed. Manual showed in the light of bis extensive
Training will cause the boys to ap- experience how necessary it was
preciate the dignity of labor, develop that every side of a boy's character
them physically as well as mentally, and ail his abilities should bedevel-
and will not lessen their interest in oped in order that the wbole boy
other studies. John Ruskin years should be educated.
ago had strongly advised Manual The Hon. W. D. Hoard, Ex.Gov-
Training in the schools, and the ernor of Wisconsin, was the next
vords spoken by him ut that time speaker, and bis address, sparkiing
seemed almost prophetic in view of with bright thoughts and brilliant
what is being done along that line wit, delighted everybody. In lis-
to-day. The irresistible trend of the tening to him one could fot help
times is in favor of this class of ishihg that every teacher in this
education. If other lands, in order vast Dominion couid have been
to make their country great intel present, for it is impossible to listen
lectually, commercially and indus- to him vithout feeling inspired to
tcially, have changed their systems exert greater efforts in the cause of
of education, are we to stand stili real education than ever before, and
and not give in our schools that cre gains new insight into the prin-
training which will produces men ciples and practice vhich go to
skilled in all departments of life ? make men and nations. The usual
The rapid development of our re- votes of thanks brought to a conclu-
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sion one of the most inspiring meet-
ings in the annals of Manual Train-
ing, either in the old world or the
new.

On Tuesday, January 15, Profes-
sor Robertson addressed the Public
School Board of Toronto on the
proposed system of-Man ual Training.
He described the method of instruc-
tion in the classes in English schools.
The whole effort, he said, is to
train the boy to have that general
control of, and skill in,the use of h is
body that other studies give him in
the use of tongue, ears and memory.
He also pointed out in many ways
how Manual Training assists other
studies and develops every side of a
boy's character. At the conclusion
of his convincing address the Board
unanimously and almost without
discussion accepted the offer of Sir
William Macdonald to establish
schools in Toronto, so that in the
near future Toronto will share the
opportunities that are being so well
appreciated by other great towns in
the Dominion. In Ottawa itself
Manual Training is making -apid
headway. There are now open five
centres, one providing accommoda-
tion for 5o boys and four for 20
each, and in this way facilities are

UNDER a recent act of the New
York Legislature, the bus
iness institutions of the State

are to come under the public educa-
tional authorities. These schools
are prohibited from using the
names college and university, and
may not grant degrees or issue dip-
lomas without official permission
from the regents of the State univer
sity. The object of such legislation
is to raise the standard of busintss
schools and protect the public
against inferior institutions of this

offered for the training of 1,400
boys, who each receives instruction
for two hours every week. The
principals of the Public Schools are
enthusiastic and unanimous in their
praise of Manual Training, its in-
fluence upon the boys and its bene-
ficial effect upon the other work of
the schools. On Saturday, Jan. 12,
the inaugural meeting of the teach-
ers' classes was held, and nearly
roo teachers were present to listen
to addresses by Inspector Glashan,
Professor Robertson, Ex-Governor
Hoard, and the Director for the
Province. Great interest was shown,
and the enthusiasm already felt by
the teachers was deepened and in-
tensified. Over 95 teachers have
joined the classes, which will be held
in three centres.

Altogether as far as the work has
gone, the Canadian boys have shown
great aptitude, and in their progress
bid fair to outstrip the boys of Eng-
land. Their adaptability, their fer-
tility of resource and their general
intelligence, go to show that the
coming generation of Canadians
promises even to outstrip that which
in South Africa has done so much
to uphold the glory of that Empire
we all love so rmuch.

character. Only schools doing the
required amount of work, and of a
high quality, will be registered by
the regents. A curriculum has been
prepared which these schools must
offer to enable their pupils to obtain
a State business diploma. The dip-
loma granted will rank next to the
certified public accountrnt's certifi-
cate, which is the highest State bus-
iness credential. To enter these
schools, the applicant must have a
high school educa2ion or its equiva-
lent.
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THE MARKING OF COMPOSITIONS.

THoS. A. BROUGH, B.A.

HE reading and marking of
compositions, however one
may manage it, is so great a

drain on the energies of the teacher
of English that he rnay well strive
to have it count as much as possible
in the progress of the pupil. Few
of our secondary school pupils are
able to appreciate the niceties of
composition, but almost all can be
taught to express themselves with
clearness, and to avoid the most
obvious errors. In reading essays
I have found it an advantage to
employ a system of fines, the fine
for each error being set down in the
margin, and the sum deducted from
what the writer would otherwise
have received, so that he may
clearly see the price he pays for
lack of a little care and effort. The
following scheme may prove of use
to young teachers, and it can
readily be modified to isuit the par-
ticular conditions that obtain in any
schooi:

I.-General Valuation of Essay.
(a) Matter, 25 p.c. Information and ideas.
(b) Plan, 25 p.c. Comprehensiveness and

arrangement.
(c) Expression, 50 p.c. Clearness, econ-

omy, aptness, movement.
II.-Fines for Positive Errors.

(a) Titles, i. (b) Capitals, i. (c) Im.
proper abbreviations, i. (d) Spelling, i.
(e) Misuse of words, 1, 2, 3, (according
to the gravity of the error). (/) Gramma-
tical errors, 1, 2, 3. (g) Sentence struc-
ture, 1, 2. (h) Faulty transition, 1, 2. ()
Paragraphing, 1, 2. 3. Maximum de-
duction, (io). (j) Penmanship, 5 (max.
ded.). (k) Perioas, interrogation marks,
exclamation marks, i. (Max. ded., 5).

Other punctuation marks, 5. (Max. ded.)
(1) Undue shortness of essay, i.

III.-Net Valuation of Essay.
(i : a+b+c)-2=3.

(20 + 15 + 35)-25=45.

In practice the teacher may
prefer not to mark separately for
matter, plan and expression, but.
instead, may reason that a par-
ticular essay, were if free from
positive errors, would be worth, say,
70 marks. The fines 1 for positive
errors totalling, say, 25 marks, the
net value of the composition would
be 45 marks.

Occasionally, after examining an
essay in this way, it is felt that ad-
herence to the scheme would be an
injustice to the pupil. In that case
a special mark may be substituted
for the valuation arrived at through
the scheme.

To ensure attention on the pupil's
part to the errors noted it is well to
have the corrected essay; neatly
copied into a blank book reserved
for the purpose. From time to time
these books may be collected and
looked over by the teacner.

In my own experience the mark-
ing 'and valuation of essays in the
Way .t have attempted to outline
has proved a saving of time, snce
the pupil is definitely shown how he
may improve, and is encouraged to
do his best. I have found that two
or three essays thoroughly dealt with
effect as great improvement in the
pupil's work as several times that
number examined with less atten-
tion to deta .

Take time to be polite. A gentle 1 Take time to be patient with
"I thank vou," "If you please,» children. Patience and kindness
" xcuse me," etc., is no compromise will open a way for good influence
of cignity. 1 over almost any child.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

Deliver not the tasks of might That from Discussion's lips may fall
To weakness, neither hide the ra.y With Life, that working strpngly, binds--
From those, not blind, who wait for day, Set in all lights by many minds,

Though sitting girt with doubtful light. 1 So close the interests of all.

Victoria
MllSap 24, 1819; Sa11Uarp 22, 1901,

Take, Madam, this poor book of song;
For tho' the faults were thi.k as dust
In vacant chambers, I could trust

Your kindness. May you rule us long,

And leave us rulers of your blood
As noble till the latest day !
May children of our children say:

"She wrougit her people lasting good;

"Her court was pure ; ber life serene;
God gave her peace; her land reposed;
A thousand claims to reverence closed

In her as mother, wife and Queen ;

"And statesmen at her council met,
Who knew the seasons when to take
Occasion by the hand, and make

The bounds of freedom wider yet

"By shaping some august decree.
Which kept ber throne unshaken still,
Broad-based upon her people's will

And compass'd by the inviolate sea."

" That God which ever lives and loves,
One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off, divine event,

To which the whole creation moves."
-Tennyson.

WHERE COMES IN THE TEACHER?

A POINT emphasized by Mr.
Draper in his paper on his-
tory, before the Carleton, N.B.,

County Teachers' Institute, was,
that if teachers would prepare their
work there would be less heard
about text-books. This, we suppose,
refers to the hnding fault with the
present text-book on Canadian His-
tory. Similar views were expressed

at the Cumberland, N.S., County
Institute in discussing the paper on
history read by Mr. Hepburn.

Are not teachers too prone to ex-
aggerate the merits and demerits
(especially the latter) of text-books?
it is true, and unfortunately so, that
many teachers in public and private
discussions find fault, often in terms
neither wise nor temperate, with
text-books. If they but knew it,
these criticisms refliact upon them-
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selves; that is, after making due
allowance for the proneness of poor
human nature to find fault. The
ideal text-book that would approach
nearest to the ideal teacher, would
furnish inspiration to thepupil,would
set him learning, remove obstacles
in his path, and carry him forward
triumphantly to his goal. But where
does the teacher corne in with this
ideal text book in the hands of his
pupils, or with those ever ready
delusions called " helps " which so
thickly strew the pathway of the
young and inexperienced teacher-
temptations to laziness and ineffi-
ciency. Is it the man or woman
who is to teach school ? or is it the
ideal text-book, or the man who
grinds out " Lesson Helps " and
sells them over the educational
counter at ten cents a package ? If
the latter are to prevail then the
living (?) teacher may become an ap
pendage, and simply " keep school "
or be dispensed with altogether, and
a great saving thus be effected in
salaries. When we see salaries
getting lower and lower, when we
hear of teachers remaining but a
single term in one place and then
ffitting to another and then to
another, the question naturally
arises, Are those teachers improving
in quality, are they living men and
women grappling with living ques-
tions and seekirrg with all their in-
tellectual strength to solve them, or
are they slaves of the text book, de-
pending upon the inspiration of the
hour, not upon that steadily grow
ing inspiration which comes from
overcoming obstacles by earnest
application and study? In the langu-
age of another, " Experience in the
great educational centres is proving
that effort spent on improving books
and method is of little profit unless
the quality of the teachers who direct
the use of them is likewise in-
proved."-Jan. Educational Review.

PROFESSIONAL.

" There is something too profes-
sional about the spectacle of one
who is himself a teacher talking
to teachers about teaching."

These words are taken from Prin-
cipal Dr. Peterson's valuable ad--
dress to the teachers of Quebec
last October. It is a matter of
special value and interest, when a
man like A. j. Balfour, leader of
the House of Commons, so thorough-
ly in touch with the living, pressing
and passing affairs of life, turns
aside from the turmoil and exacting
duties of his onerous position, to
speak as he did last summer at
Cambridge, to the educators in the
English world.

Such an one gives us news from a
field of work quite different from
ours. Nevertheless, the teacher
heeds the voice for encouragement
or warning. No doubt everyone
undertakes to instruct the teacher,
and the less competent the person
is, the more ready is he to assume
the office of instructor. These
things may be, but the teachers
welcome the Principal's Address.

THE BIBLE IN SCHOOLS.

Recently a deputation author-
ized by the Church of England,
the Methodist Church, and by the
Presbyterian Church, waited upon
the Government to urge upon it
the necessity there is to give
additional prominence to teach-
ing of' the Bible in our Public
Schools. The deputation was met
by the Premier, Mr. Ross, and the
Minister of Education, Mr. Har-
court; these members of the Gov-
erniment entered with earnestness
and sympathy into the discussion of
this important question.

The deputation called attention to
the ignorance (which is rather in-
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creasing than otherwise) of the CHURCH AND STATE.
Bible on the part of the rising gen-
eration ; the apparent inability of Our aim in publishing thearticle
the home to cope with its duty in an te licensing of teachers O Eng-
this regard, which inability is, to no land vas to show haw in the past
small degree, caused by the over- that important subject was deait
crowded programme of studies de- with and wha carried the respansi-
manded of the attending pupils ; the bility af seeing that this service on
inadequacy of the Sabbath-school behaif af the peaple was praperly
to meet the necessities of the case ;attended ta. In thse past days the
and flnally the danger to the high- Church had the responsibility ai
est life of the community of such a granting permissive certificates ta
state of ignorance of the literature teach in the schaols of the cauntry,
contained in the Bible. and without such permission no one

The above is a brief statement of was eligible for the office ai teach.
the question as presented to the ing. In comparatively recent times
Government by the deputation. We tlis function and responsibility bas
agree with the correctness ôf the been assumed by the State.
statenOent. In most cases, in Canada, it is

The deputation asked the fallaw- held that there is no cnnection
ing : (i) That two haif-hours each between Church and State.
week be given in the programme ai Without gohang into any dengthy
studies ta 11religiaus instruction," (2) argument on this question, let
the Bible ta be used as a text-book us consider one fact. A few weeks
(3) and its literature and history ago an influential deputation of
ta be taught as other bubjects are citizens, members of the different
taught. Churches, waited upoil the Goveru-

ln regard ta (i), certainly the de- ment of Ontario, asserting that
putation did not ask too much. The there was serius danger ta the
requests involved in (2> and (3) community on account of the inade-
would be much better understood If quacy of the teaching to the young
the details were given. That is of the principles found in the Great
ivhat parts of histwry and litera- Enghsh classic -the Bible.
ture of the Bible would be recom- The sainme statement is made on
mended by the deputation for use every side, and by men and women
in aur schools. A scheme could in every walk of life; the more ex-
easily be prepared which would perienced they are in the affairs of
facilitate the granting of every le, and the more cultured they are,
point in the deputation's modest re- the more emphatic is the statement.
quest. Remembering who the Vrtually the Church is nwsayng
members of the deputation were, we ta the State, IlYau have taken the
have strong confidence that they authority froni us, see ta your re-
were wisely guided in their cry ask- sponsibility." Ail are waitng for
ing : ',It is a littie one." the answer of the government. Is

THE CANADA EDUCATIONAL MON- there no cnnection, in Canada, be-
THLV far the last seventeen yearshas tween Church and State ?
furnished evidence ofthe unfamiliar-
ity an the pupils attending our
Public Schools with the simplest
quatations from or reference ta the The mavement tawards making
Bible. manual training a part of the Pub-
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lic School system of Ontario lias
made surprisingly rapid progress,
consequently a demand for fully
qualified teachers has arisen. To
meet this demand a training school
will be opened in Ottawa for men or
women who are already qualified in
ordinary school subjects but wish to
engage in this special work The
course will continue for the three
months of April, May and June.
Certificates will be granted to those
who take the full course and show
proficiency in all branches of the
theory and practice of manual in-
struction. No fees will be charged.
Applications,with referencee, should
be addressed before February 28, to
Albert H. Leake, Director of Mac.
donald Manual Training Schools for
Ontario, Ottawa. As only a limited
number can be received early appli
cation is desirable.

The three Black-gowned Graces,Di-
vinity, Law and Medicine, have fre-
quent socialfunctions,at which words
of cheer,commendation and honorare
heard in praise of the members of
their profession. In order that our
readers may have an opportunity of
seeing when this professional duty
is well and gracefully done, we have
the pleasure of publishing in extenso
the address delivered at the Bar
dinner by Chancellor Hon. Sir J. A.
Boyd. Do teachers speak as kindly
of each other ? Have we the spirit
of a profession? Please note his
words on the value of the Bible for
our schools and for all people.

Practically all the school teachers
in Galt have been or are teachers in
the Sunday-schools. All favor more
Bible teaching in the Public
Schools.-Galt paper, fan. 11, 1901.

CURRENT EVENTS.IN a report received by the De
partment of Agriculture at Ot-
tawa from their agent at Paris,

he says :
" By far the most important ex-

hibit on the second floor of this
wing is that which occupies the
educational court, and which was
installed under the personal super-
vision of Commissioner Jardine, of
Toronto. The first thng which
meets the visitor's eye on entering
is a set of cards showing the awards
that have been made in this depart-
ment, which include four Grand
Prizes, together with many gold
and silver medals. The Dominion
collection and those of the provinces
receive the highest award, of which
the colleges, institutions and manu
facturers who contributed to the
collection may well be proud, for

Grand Prizes are not easily accorded
in Paris. The design of the court
is to make plain to Europeans the
educational system of Canada, from
Kindergarten to University, by
means of photographs, charts, map s
pamphlets and a complete assort
ment of school supplies. Each of
the provinces has sent material from
which the fullest information can be
obtained regarding courses of study
and methods employed, but the
Montreal Protestant Board is easily
first in the exhibits of pupils' work,
which they show in a magnificent
series of folding wall-cabinets, ar-
ranged according to years, thus illus-
trating in a most tangible way the
progress made from the first days of
school life.

" The section 's composed of two
rooms, the first of which is bi-sected
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by an immense map of Canada,
which, as no one can fail to remark
it, has been often mentioned in the
press. A series of photographs of
the chief educational institutions of
Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, Mani
toba and British Columbia, with
special groups illustrating the build-
ings of McGill and Toronto Univer-
sities, are among the most interesting
features of the whole exhibit,
especially when taken with the lit-
erature which accompanies therm,
explanatory of the worr and meth-
ods of those institutions. Sti more
practical is the collection of pupils'
work shown by various nunneries
of the Province of Quebec, including
specimen albums of needlework,
handwriting, botanical collections,
arithmetic, geometry, and, in fact,
all branches of study.

" The Preston Furniture Com-
vany, of Preston, Ontario, show a
set of school desks of all sizes, single
and double, adjustable and ball.
bearing chair desks and other goods.
A complete assortment of school
supplies, maps and globes, black
boards and drawing modeF.s are ex-
hibited by Steinberger, Hendry &
Co., of Toronto, who have in this
way contributed one of the most in.
teresting displays in the educational
section. Another Toronto exhibit
which attracts much attention is a
handsomely mounted map of the two
hemispheres, with a chart attached,
by means of which the changes in
position of the earth's axis are ac-
curately illustrated. This valuable
exhibit was sent by Mr. Mungo
Turnbull, of Toronto.

On Saturday evening, January
27th, Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, secre
tary of the Prisoners' Aid Associa-
tion, read to the members of the
Canadian Institute a highly in-
structive paper on " The Probation
Law in the Reformation of Drunk-

ards." He expressed the hope that
the new Governmentof the province
would second the efforts being made
to procure Federal legislation for
the adoption of the parole law and
the probation law in dealing with
first offenders ; and also that Lie
local Government would give prac-
tical elect to the same when the
necessary legislation is obtained.
There was, he said, a consensus of
opinion among those who had
studied the prison question that im-
prisonment was an evil, especially
the imprisonment of first c&.nders,
and that it should be resorted to
only when absolutely necessary.
On the other hand, a prisoner
should be liberated at the earliest
possible moment compatible with
the protection of society and the
good of the prisoner. The proba-
tion system provided for the former,
while the parole system provided
for the latter. These laws had been
in operation in Massachusetts for
several years, and the results in all
cases had been satisfactory. Par-
ticularly was this the case with
regard to drunkenness.

Dr. Rosebrugh traced the steps in
the campaign for the adoption of
these laws in Ontario, and outlined
the details of the plan of treatment
of drunkards, which had been urged
by the association, along with many
other public bodies. This included
the placing of drunkards in the
charge of probation officers; who
should have power to place dipso-
maniacs in the hospital for treat-
ment. Incorrigible drunkards should
be sent to the Central Prison on
cumulative sentences. The expense
to the Government would be so
light that it could well afford to meet
a substantial portion of the outlay
incurred in connection with the
probation system. Whether the
municipalities would fall in line
without the adoption of a probation
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system being made obligatory, was from 6,046 feet at the equator to
a question.-C/ristian Guardian. 6,1o feet at the pole. Sucn extreme

- accuracy is not necessary in n,- vi-
A st. .. e mile is 5,280 feet long. gating, and cannot be well att, ned

It is our standarrl of itinerary mea- without undue labor. The English
sure adopted from the Romans. A admiralty, therefore, have adopted
Roman military pace, by which dis- 6,o8o feet as the length of a nautical
tances were measured, was the mile, which corresponds vith the
lenigth of the step taken by the length of 3ne-sixtietn of a degreu-
Roman soldiers, and was approxi- or one iinute of arc-of a great
mately five feet long ; a thousand of circle in latitude forty-eight degrees.
these paces were called in Latin a The United coast survey has ad-

ile. The English mile is, there. opted the value of the nautical mile
fore, a purely arbitrary measure, "as equal to one-sîxtieth part of the
enacted into a legal measure by a length of the degree on the great
statute passed during the reign of circk of a sphere whese surface is
Queen Elizabeth ; it b"s no connez- equal to the surface of the earth.'
tion with any scale in nature. This gives the length of one nautical

A nautical mile, on the other mile as equal to 6,080.27 feet, Nvhich
hand, is equal in length to one- is very nearly the value of the ad-
sixtieth part of the length of a de miralty mile adopted in the English
gree of a great circle of t'e earth. navy. Practically the nautical mile
But the ciý-rimference of the earth is 800 feet longer than the statute
is nowhlre a true circle; its radius mig. In other words, one nautical
uf curvature is variable; hecice the mile is equal ta 1.1515 statute miles;
nauticat mile, as a matter of fact, or one .Aatute mile is equal to a.869
depends for its leofgth upon the nautical miles. Multiply nauical
shape, as well as the size, of the miles by i. 5e5g and the product
globe sailed over; and he 1 ce, strictly will be statute miles; or multply
speaking the length of the nauticat statute miles by .869, and the pro-
mile should vary with the latitude, duct Piri be nautical miles.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Editor CANADA EDUCATIONAL NAÏONTHLY :

DEAR SIR,-TherE will doubtless
be a divergence of opinion in regard
to many things in the new H. S.
Grammar and Reader, Lhough all
will probaly arhnit that the Gram-
mar is an impiuvement on the old
one. In my opinion too much space
is taken up with o- al exercises;
some of this space, in the first les
sons, might have been profitably
used for directions . pronunciation
and the use of phonetic transcrip
tion. The words used in 'he first
lessons should also be selccted, so
as to introduce gradually new

sounds and new values of letters,
and the new signs used in phonetic
transcription. The plunge into
lengthy vocabularies is also too sud-
den.

I approve of the combination of
the Grammar and Reader for use in
junior classes, Forms I. and II., a
combination representing the old
Grammar and the H. S. French
Reader. But the amount of reading
matter in the new Grammar, and of
exercises based on it, might be re-
duced, so as to have a smaller and
more substantial book.

I do not, however, approve of the
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plan of making a part of the text
Permanent for exarmination pur-
poses, either in French or in Ger-
man. Many classical teachers also
object to the change made :n the
Latin authors; the objection is
stronger as applied to a m,.dern
language. If the Department in-
tends to increase the prcportio.i of
sight work o the author paper, or
make it all sight work, it will have
the support of many teachers; but
wie hould like to know what the in-

tention is. Our real grievance is
with the Department, which leaves
us in the dark as to its policy in this
matter. And it is the suspicion
aroused by the Department's lack
of frankness with the teachers that
made many believe that there was
sor.ie collusion between the Depart-
ment and the authors or publishers
of the new French and German
Grammars. Many did believe this,
though all accept Prof. Fraser's ex-
planation. R.

Jan. 2, 1901.

BOOKS;AND MAGAZINES.

AcADIENSIS.

The foregoing is the title if a new
and attractive quarterly, the fi-st
number of which we have just
received from the publishers' hands.
The selection of the title, as appears
from an examination of the Saluta-
tory article, is thus explained :

" Acadia is a title now recognized
by the scientific world as applying
to the territory embraced within the
area of the Maritime Provinces,
including a smali portion of the
Province of Quebec and the State of
Maine, immediately adjacent. This
is precisely the ground we wish to
cover. Any matters relating, in
whole or ii part, to this extent of
territory, its people, its p-st history
or future prospects ; any literary,
or other productions of the people
who live within its borders, dealing
with outside matters; or contribu-
tions from those residing abroad,
and treating upon Acadian matters,
will come within the scope of this
magazine."

The object of the magazine ap-
p.ars to be mainly historical, but
other topics of interest are dealt
with.

The magazine is published under
the auspices of the Acadian Society,
including, among others, the names
of William Bayard, Esq, M.D.,
Hon. J. Gordon Forbes, Rev. D. J.
Fraser, Rev. W. C. Gaynor and Dr.
A. A. Stockton.

We wish the Acadian Society
every success in their new enter-
prise, and trust that the magazine
may long continue, to promote the
interests of Acadia in particular,
and Canada at large.

Subscription price $1.oo per an-
num. Mr. D. R. Jack, of St. John,
N.B., Editor and Publisher.

The Educational Review series o
Supplementary Readings in Cana-
dian History will be completed by
the first of December. The twelve
numbers of the series will then be
bound in cloth with gold letters,
furnishing one of the most attractive
volumes of Canadian historical
sketches ever published. It will
con.tain about seventy articles with
numerous illus'.rations about events,
people and places in Canada. Many
of these articles are printed for the
first time, and the volume will be
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one that every person interested in its second number a most effective
Canadian history, every public and reply ta the attack made by Mr.
school library should possess. The Richard Harding Davis on the
price of the bound volume will be honor of British officers. The reply

is --iven in an editorial article on

One of the best short stories in the Naional Character, and is as dig

January Cosmopolitan is " The Pat- it is eloquent which is say.
ronage of High Bear," by Owen ing a great deal, for the admirably
Wister. Mr. Brander Matthews restrained sentences bring a glow of
contributes to the same number one pride to
of his characteristic articles on the subject.
use of variations in language. If "A Day Together." is a charming
Mr. Matthews could only refrain short stary in the January Scribner's
from being so acrid in feeling his by Mary Tappan Wright. Other
judgments might have more effect. contributions of importance are,
By the way, he corrects Robert Louis I Winchelsea, Rye and 'Denis
Stevenson for writing " brakesman" Duval,"' by Henry James; and the
in bis "Amateur Emigrant,» and first of a series of short stories by
states that the usage is universally E. W. Hornung.
" brakeman." The usage is not so
universal as Mr. Matthews supposes. The Bookbuyer for January, besides

the usual~ number of reviews, con-
The most important article in the tains a careful article by Mary I.

January Century is one on Stephen Blauvelt an "The Artistic Tempera.
Phillips by Edmund Gosse In ment," taking for its example Mr.
these days when reviewing and ad- T
certising are apparently confused Bare s
beyond recall it is a pleasure to read
a review that is critical in the bestM
sense, and enthusiastic because the An American painter, Mr.Williar-

Rifts of the writer under discussion M. Chase, is the subjet of the first
are warthy of enthusiasm. hA crtical article in the December
Comèdy of Conscience" is a capital Studio. It is eritten bv Ernest
short story by Dr. S. Weir Mitchell Knauflt, and is illustrated by a num

ber of fine reproductions of Mr.
The January number of the Atian- Chase's dmork.

tic is at. remarkably strrng sne.
Amo.pg the contributions above the The Litt e Woren' Playri
average that may be mentioned arethe Ladies' Home J'ournal for January
IlThe Empress Dowager," an extra- is a capital adaptation of Miss AI-
ordinary article on China by Rscott's story. Reginald Birch's ilues-
Van Bergen; " cA Letter from Eng trations are extremely pretty, but
land," by Brimley Johnson; "1 D The scarcely possess the rigt character-
Difficult Minute," a short story by ization for f Little Women."
R. E. Young; and "EThe Child in H
the Library," by Edith Lanegan. Th nlarged edition of the Sidn-

Mr.Wiggins' 'lPenelope's Iri sh day-- 09/og Times isattracting ra

Experiences " continue ta be as dealof deserved attention. " [n the
charmTng as ever. aumber for january 5 may be found

a valuable contribution by arof.
The Monthly Reviev, Mr. John Mahaffy, entitled Why Jesus Wel-

Murray's new magazine, contains in comed the Jews.
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Marshall Saunders is at present rope during the Nineteenth Centu-
contributing a remarkably enter- ry, but two nations have resisted it
taining serial to the Youth's Coenjan- -Russia and Turkey.
ion. It is entitled " Tilda Jane," This volume gives the history of
and is the story of an orphan's this movement. The book will be
escape from an orphanage. of value to teachers as a book of

"M. Rostand and the Literary reference, and should be in libraries

Prospects of the Drama," is an im-'for that purpose for the use of

portant article in The Edinburgh scholars.
Review, reproduced in The Living "The Grig's Book," illustrated by
Age for January 5. W. H. Horton, and published by

'Saral Bernhardt in Her Teenis," Messrs. Moffatt and Page, of Lon-
"don, England, is a collection' of

is an interesting article on the great nursery rhymes. The collection is
actress written by Albert Schinz, small, but it contains only those
and published in the January L 19' dearest to the wee child (the Grig's)
pincott. heart; and Mr. Horton's illustra-

It is a matter offirst importance to tions are most delightful, full of
the country that in the Institutions' humor and imagination, and decor-
whose special work it is to pre ative in effect, as children like draw-

pare candidates for the ministry, ings to be. If the grown up reader
such emphasis is put upon the pre- has not been captivated before
paration for teaching. We have "Wee Willie Winkle " i his nght-
inentioned this feature in College gown on the last page wil be sure
wvork before and with satisfaction. to finish him.
We know.of four Colleges in which Lord jim," written by Joseph
special lectures are given on teach Conrad, is one of the nost went-
ing. We believe the book generallyi
used is The Cambridge Bible for' long time. The Canadian pub-
Schools and Colleges. We hav lishers, Gage & Copany, Toronto,
used the Cambridge Bible for Schools are eo be congratulated on issuing
and Colleges for many years for a book so artistic in conception and
teaching in schools and can say that in accomplishment. 1Stringtown-
it is the best we know for that pur- on the-Pike," published by the saie
pose; each successive volume con- firm, appeared originally as a serial
firms our early opinion regarding in The Bookman whose editors spoke
the excellence of the series. Scho- most warmly of its ment and of the
lars of the highest standing and reception it lias been given by the
.matured judgment are the writers of public.
these neat, handy volumes. Issued The new Webster's International
by the Cambridge University Press. Dictionary to vhich reference is

Political Growth in the Nine- made in our advertising columns, is
teenth Century, by E. Hamilton a never-failing source of instruction
Seers, A.M. 616 pp. $3.oo. The andenjoynent in the home or school.
McMillan Company, New York: The world-wide conmendation it
London, MacMillan & Co., Ltd. bas received from educationists,

The title indicates the scope of men of letters, and the press shows
the work. The movement of con the great influence of a work that
stitutional government has been grows better and more practical a
well-nigh universal throughout Eu-, nach revision.


